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I. INTRODUCTION
Report R-35 of this laboratory describes A* T. Nordsieck*s proposal 
for an air defense system based on a serial access magnetic Drum Sorting 
and Tracking Computer. In brief, this drum has a capacity of 1000 tracks, 
the information being stored along a generator of the cylinder for parallel 
access to the reading heads. The drum speed of 100 r.p.s. permits 100 
reports from a network of 5-25 radars distributed over a 500 x 500 ndle 
area to be processed per second. The system has been designed to track 
500 real targets in such an area. For further specific details about the 
logical operation of such a special purpose computer the reader is referred 
to the aforementioned report R-35.
The electronic design and construction of such a large scale special 
purpose computer is expected to occupy the major portion of two years.
This circumstance postpones any actual experimentation with the actual 
system in order to determine its properties and in order to experimentally 
obtain optimum values of sorting and tracking parameters. Any information 
on these questions obtained prior to the actual time at which the device 
is in operation would be expected to decrease the amount of time required 
to shake down the system and get it into operational order. Due to the 
complexity of such large scale automata and the inherent statistical nature 
of their operation, theoretical methods of analyzing their behavior are 
both rudimentary and complex. It was hence decided to simulate the opera-? 
tion of the Drum Sorter on the high speed Electronic Digital Computer of 
the Graduate College, University of Illinois (ILUAC). The problem of 
studying the design and behavior of such a special purpose computer on a general 
purpose computer is in itself an interesting and intriguing one from the
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point of view of those interested in the art and practice of computation* 
The purpose of this report is to describe the set of programs which were 
constructed for this simulation..
Part H  of this report will discuss the logic and general properties 
of the routines used to simulate the Drum Sorter and Tracker itself* In 
order to simulate the operation of this device it is necessary to provide 
it with either a simulated or real set of radar reports on which to operate* 
Part H T  will describe a program called the Internal Eeport Generator which 
simulates the action of radar data processers with associated buffer stores 
thus providing a set of reports for the Drum Sorter to process. The 
experimenter may chose any one of a set of five general flight patterns*
To provide these, five different interchangeable Orbit Preparers to be 
used in conjunction with the Internal Eeport Generator were programmed*
These are discussed in Part IV.
It is also possible to process tape recorded data from real radars 
with the stimulated drum program. The External Eeport Generator, a program 
which ingests and prepares such tape recorded data, is described in Part V.
During the course of simulated experiments with these programs, Illiac 
prints out detailed information about the behavior of the system* To follow 
the details of any experiment it is necessary to read this voluminous 
output* However to answer questions of a more general or statistical 
nature, Illiac can be pressed into service. Part VI describes a set of 
Data Processers which ingest the output of the actual experiments and 
provide summarized and concise information about some of the general 
features of the experiment.
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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H o  THE DRUM SORTER AND TRACKER 
Ao General Considerations 
The exactness, speed, and capacity of the simulation depend upon 
the properties of the Illiaco Hliac is a general purpose computer with 
an electrostatic random access memory of 102It forty-bit words (these 
memory locations are labeled 0-1023). It can carry out most of the 
common operations (eog. addition, shifting, memory access, storing in 
memory, collation or logical multiplication) in the order of 1*0-70 sec. 
Multiplication and division consume 1 msec. Input and output take 1* and 
1*0 msec per sexadeicmal character, respectively. Since a "track” in the 
actual computer requires of the order of 60 bits for its specification, 
two words will have to be devoted to a "track" in the simulation. The 
significance of the digits of these two adjacent memory locations is 
given in figure 1.
It is obvious that the simulation must have a smaller capacity than 
the Drum Sorter contemplated in R-35« Since approximately 1*00 Illiac 
memory locations can be devoted to the simulated drum store the system 
has been scaled down by a factor of 5 yielding the following characteristics: 
Capacity of drum: 200 tracks (1*00 words)
"Speed of drum": 20 r.p.s.
Radars on input nets 1-5
Target capacity! 100 targets over a 256 x 256 mile area.
These choices yield an average traffic density very close to that of the 
actual system. 621* of Illiac *s memory locations are left for the programs 
which carry out the sorting and tracking, prepare the reports, and fly the 
100 simulated aircraft on preassigned trajectories.
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In the actual Drum Sorter several operations are carried out simul­
taneously by essentially different pieces of gear operating on the continue 
ously rotating drum<> Attempting to associate a report held in a comparison 
register with a track on the drum and initiating this report as a new track 
if it fails to associate with a pre-existing one takes at most one drum 
revolution so that the rate at which reports can be processed is the rate 
of revolution of the drum® On each revolution of the drum the number of 
tracks present is monitored so that if saturation of the drum with attendant 
lack of alertness is approached* the least firm tracks will be scratched*
Each track must be extrapolated (brought up to date) between radar hits 
by using the velocity for that track which has been calculated from previous 
hits on the target* On each drum revolution 10 tracks must be brought up 
to date so that all tracks (1000 on the 100 r*p*s* drum* 200 on the 20 r*p*s. 
simulated drum) are processed once per second which is the least count in 
the measurement of time* There is no problem of demanding access to the 
memory for the operands on which these sequential operations are to be carried out; 
sequential access to the tracks is automatic as they pass under the reading 
heads of the operational gear* Relieved of the necessity of demanding 
access* the gear can carry out their assigned operations at a digit rate 
well within that possible with present day circuit techniques* enabling 
the system to operate in real time* This is not the case with the simulated 
system* In order to carry out an operation on each track a program must 
obtain access to a track from the memory* carry out the operation* modify 
itself so as to gain access to the next track* etc* This self-modification 
or address stepping (sometimes called red tape or bookkeeping operations) 
occupies an inordinate amount of time thus requiring the simulation to
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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be carried out in slowed down time® The access problem in the simulated 
drum can be represented ass
Actual niiac Memory Simulated Drum
T O
Not only must all programs provide for sequential stepping through the 
memory addresses (representing revolution of the drum), they must con­
tinually check their current operating address in order to assure that 
when track (1022-1023) is reached it will be followed immediately and 
smoothly by track (621*-62£)® It was decided to adopt the principle that
each separate logical function of the proposed system should be simulated
1 ;
by a separate, independent, detachable routine, so that in the study of 
the system one or more of these functions could be changed or modified 
without in anyway disturbing the other routines in the machine® Hence the 
simulation program consists of three main parts, the Track Scratcher, the 
Bring Up To Dater, and the Associator® A single revolution of the simulated
ii .
drum consists in entering each of these routines in turn; each of the 
routines must then search for and operate on each of the 1*00 Illiac memory 
locations which represent the 200 tracks of the druuio The enormous amount 
of bookkeeping which a random access general purpose machine must go through 
to do this slows the time down by a factor 30-1*0 compared to real tine® %
C 0 N F I D  E N T I A L
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B. The Master Routine
The Master Routine is a short 21* word program (1*8 orders since Illiac 
orders are packed two to a word) which calls into play one after another 
the three aforementioned operational routines. It also receives reports 
from the report generator, and operates the counters which act as clocks.
In the real system no clock is used (except the natural rotation of the 
drum) since the system is designed to be always up to date within one 
second. In the simulated system a counter runs off the drum (20 revolutions 
of which is regarded as signaling the end of a second) in order that the 
report generator can compute the current positions of the targets from 
their equations of motion. It is important to emphasize that this clock 
is not referred to by any portion of the drum simulator program; its 
only function is for computational use by other portions of the total 
program and to enable the experimenter to conveniently study the temporal 
behavior of the system.
The logical operation of the Master Routine is displayed in figure 2. 
One passage through this loop constitutes one revolution of the drum 
during which the following operations are carried out.
1. Control is transferred to the independent Track Scratcher (Section 
H ,  C) which carries out its operations on the drum and returns control
to the Master at a designated order.
2. Ditto for the Bring Up To Dater (Section II, D).
3. Depending on the setting of the printing switch which is con­
trolled by the Preset Parameter S3, control will or will not be trans­
ferred to the simulated Clear Picture Display routine. (Illiac allows a 
programmer to write a program in its final form making reference to
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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variable or as yet undecided parameters* The parameters when decided 
upon are read into the machine before the main program is read in so that 
they can be easily altered without altering the complicated main routine. 
There are 13 of these Preset Parameters which are labeled S3, SU, • • .,
SL (using a sexadecimal number system of 0, 1, 2, 3, * 0 ., 9, K, S, N,
J, F, l)e)
Although a Display Routine has been written it has never been used 
and will not be described in this report. The Printing Switch has always 
been set in the short circuit position. The reason for this is two-foldt 
first, the drum computer is supposed to display all firm tracks once per 
second. The simulated display would involve printing the analogous infor­
mation once per simulated secondo Due to the slowness of output this 
would expand our already greatly slowed down time by another factor of 
h~$o Second, the niiac memory space occupied by the Clear Picture Display 
routine can better be devoted to other more essential routines. Hence, 
this has been omitted and instead information is printed at each associa­
tion of a report with a track from which it is possible to completely and 
uniquely infer the behavior of the system.
U» Control is then transferred to the Report Generator which may be 
of the Internal or External type. Its address in the memory is specified 
by the Preset P arameter SF and it must return control to a fixed location 
in the Master Routine after having generated a report of the form given 
in figure 3a and placing it in Illiac^s accumulator register. In order to
cated and presented to the next lowest integral mile. (This is done in 
Illiac by collating or logically multiplying the true position of the
mock up radar errors the coordinates of the report
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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report by a constant which extracts certain digits of a number and sets 
the rest equal to 0« By changing this collation constant reports which 
are precise to only two (or four) miles can be sent to the drum*)
5* The Master Routine then prepares the report for later uses it 
unpacks > IDR, from one register and places each in a temporary
storage register; it puts the report into the proper form to be dropped 
into the drum as a freshly initiated track in case it should not associate 
with any track already on the drum» The initial firmness of a track which 
it must assign in this process is a variable in the experiments and is 
specified as Preset Parameter SS.
6<* The Master Routine then uses a random number program (a six word- 
12 order program which is consulted at many points in an experimental run 
and which when called upon places a random number in both Illiac«s Accumu­
lator and Quotient registers) to obtain a random number in the range 0-30* 
This number is added to the drum address at which association attempts were 
started on the last pass through the program using the last report in order 
to obtain the address on the drum at which association attempts will be 
started using the current report. This action simulates a property that 
the actual system will have. After finishing with the processing of one 
report (associating it or dropping it if it fails to associate), the 
sorter must wait for some short time for the next report to be gated into 
the comparison register. During this time the drum continues to revolve 
giving as an effect a random precession of the successive points of entry 
about the drum. To be faithful, the simulation should mock up such a 
random precession. To start attempting to associate at the same place every
time would prejudice the operation of the device toward those tracks which 
happened to lie beyond but close to the starting point.
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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7» This entry address is then planted in the Associator Routine 
(Section II, E) and control is transferred there» The Associator Routine 
attempts to associate the report with an existing track and when finished 
returns control to a fixed location of the Master Routine»
8. The Master Routine then increases the Subclock by one» This 
Subclock is a counter located in memory location 16 (notations N(l6)) 
which counts rotations of the drum. When the counter reaches 20, one 
simulated second has elapsed; the Master resets the Subclock to zero and 
advances the Master Clock (the number in location 17$ N(17)> a counter 
which counts elapsed seconds) by 1* By referring to N(l6) any other 
routine in the machine can detect the end of one second and the beginning 
of the next; by referring to N(17) it can find out the elapsed time since 
the beginning of the experiment.
9» The Master Routine passes through a controlled stop once per cycle» 
This stop can be executed or neglected depending upon the setting of a 
manual control switch. This is the only stop in the entire program, thus 
providing a standard place in the cycle of operations where an experiment 
may be either ended or interrupted»
Co The Track Scratcher Routine
The first of the operational routines which must operate on each 
simulated drum location during each revolution of the drum is the Track 
Scratcher, a 37 word, 7h order program, whose logical structure is displayed 
in figure h• The action is as follows:
1* On each entry the routine sets itself to look at the P digit 
(figure 1) of the first track, i.e. N(62U)» The 200 tracks occupy the 
U00 Illiac memory locations 62 t-1023•
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2• Assume switch (merely a control transfer order) is set to the 
"Count" position* Each of the 200 tracks will be examined and a counter 
will be increased by 1 each time a negative number (P=l) is found.
3* After the entire drum has been examined the number of empty loca­
tions found (n) is compared with the Preset Parameter S5 wherein the ex­
perimenter has inserted no, the number of empty drum locations available 
for initiation that are desired to be present at all times. If n ^ i ^ ,  
no saturation difficulty is imminent, one decreases fs by 1 (but keeping 
fg ^  0). fs is the "scratching firmness", i.e. if it ever becomes neces­
sary to scratch any valid track only those with firmness less than or 
equal to fs will be scratched. Note that most of the drum revolutions 
will pass only through steps 1-3 and that fs will very quickly become 0.
U. If, however, n <  tiq the routine will set Si to "Scratch" so that 
on the next revolution of the drum the actual scratching part of the 
routine will be entered. At the same time the scratching firmness fs 
is either not altered from its current value or altered depending on 
whether the revolution prior to the previous revolution was a counting or 
a scratching one. fs is never allowed to exceed f^ the limiting scratching 
firmness which is set by the Preset Parameter S6.
5* If on entry to the Track Scratcher the switch Si is encountered 
in the "Scratch" position, each track will have its firmness digits 
extracted and examined. Any valid track (P=0) which has a firmness f ^  fs 
will be scratched (i.e. have P set equal to 1).
6. After examining the whole drum the routine is left after setting 
switch Si to "Count" (to see if the current scratching was sufficiently 
effective), setting S2 to "Increase fs" (so that if it was not sufficiently
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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effective the next operation of the scratching part will be more 
effective), and printing 3 line feeds and carriage returns on the output 
tape (so that the experimenter may be informed that saturation of the 
drum and subsequent scratching has occurred)*
The logical action of the Track Scratcher can perhaps be best illus­
trated by the following table which gives a possible sequence of actions 
by the routine on successive drum revolutions. Each line of the table 
represents a drum revolution.
S| on entry S? on entry Action of Routine
Count Not Increase Counts, finds n^no, decreases fs, sets 
S2 to "Not Increase", leaves routine.
Count Not Increase
• • •
Counts, finds n^no, decreases fs, sets 
S2 to "Not Increase", sets Si to "Scratch", 
leaves.
Scratch Not Increase Scratches, sets Si towCount” sets S2 to 
"Increase fs", leaves.
Count Increase Counts, finds n^ -rio, decreases fs, sets 
S2 to "Not Increase", leaves.
Count Not Increase
• • •
Counts, finds n < n G, decreases fs, sets 
S2 to "Not Increase", sets Si to "Scratch", 
leaves.
Scratch Not Increase Scratches, sets Si to ’toount,” sets S2 to 
"Increase fs", leaves.
Count Increase Counts, still finds ir<nrt, sets Si to "Scratch" 
increases fs, leaves.
Scratch Increase Scratches at higher fs, sets Si to "Count", 
sets S2 to "Increase fs", leaves.
Count Increase Counts, still finds n<ru, sets Si to 
"Scratch1*, increases fs, leaves.
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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St on entry 
Scratch
Count
Count
So on entry Action of Routine
Increase Scratches at still higher fs (but ^Ff^),
sets Si to "Count", sets S2 to "Increase 
fs", leaves.
Increase Counts, finds n^no, decreases fs, sets
S2 to "Not Increase", leaves.
Not Increase Counts, finds n £ n 0, decreases fs, sets 
S2 to "Not Increase", leaves.
D, The Bring Up To Dater Routine
This 32 word, 6I4. order routine has a very simple action. Each time 
it is entered it processes 10 tracks so that in the 20 revolutions con­
stituting one second all 200 tracks are brought up to date. The 10 tracks 
processed on any one revolution are equally spaced about the drum to 
remove any possible prejudice due to position of track on the drum and to 
faithfully simulate the original proposal, (Recall that the 200 tracks 
can be labelled by the addresses of the first of the two words constituting 
a track,)
Revolution Process Tracks
1 621*, 661*, 701*, 781*, 821*, 86I4., 901*, 9l*!*, 981*
2 626, 666, 706, 72)6, 786, 826, 866, 906, 9U6, 986
3
•
628, 668, O O O •  •
•
•
20
•  •
662,
• # t
702,
• •
72*2,
O •  O
782,
0 O 
822,
O O O
862,
O O 
902, 91)2, 982, 1022
21 621*, 62 U, 701*,
22 626, 666,
e tc .
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The action of the routine is as follows?
1. From the address of the last track processed on the preceding 
drum revolution, the address of the first track to be processed on the 
current revolution is computed and planted in the proper place in the 
routine*
2* The two words constituting this track (see figure 1) are obtained 
from the memory* The information contained in them is unpacked and stored 
in temporary memory locations*
3* These quantities are then extrapolated for 1 second by the relations:
a) x— > x* s x +  u, y-*y* = y 4 v
b) u~> u* • u, v->v* = v
c) T-*T* s T f  1
d) T (the time since the last report on the track) is tested for being 
an integral multiple of Ts ( the f-decrease period; Ts is specified 
as the Preset Parameter SL). If T kTs no change is made in f; if 
T = kTs
f-*f* s f - f d
where fd is specified by the Preset Parameter S7 and is the amount by 
which f is to be decreased for each unit of time Ts that the target 
remains unseen and unassociated* If in this decrease process f becomes 
negative the information carried about this track is so out of date 
as to be worthless* The track is scratched (by setting P=l) and the 
track is said to have suffered "f-death" (which is to be distinguished 
from saturation effects which remove tracks by "scratch-death" via the
r
Track Scratcher - Section C)*
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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km The extrapolated information about this track is then collected 
and packed into two words which are restored to the positions in the memory 
from which they were taken in step 2.
£• The access addresses in the program are then advanced to the next 
track due for being brought up to date and steps 2-k are repeated for it.
The number of tracks processed are counted; when this number reaches 10 
the routine is left, and control is returned to a specified point in the 
Master Routine.
E. The Associator Routine
The real burden of the entire Drum Sorter is bourne by the Associator 
Routine which consists of 76 words or l£2 orders. This routine is entered 
from the Master Routine after this latter routine has received, decomposed, 
and stored the report in proper form and has determined the address at which 
entry to the drum for attempt at association shall be made. The subsequent 
action in the Associator Routine is shown in figure £ and is as follows:
1* As soon as the routine is entered the aforementioned entry address 
is planted as the first examination address and is stored for use in com­
puting the entry address on the next drum revolution and for use in deter­
mining when all addresses have been examined during the current revolution. 
The switch S2 is initially set at the position »Don* t test for re-entry" 
and S3 at "Don’t erase". The action of these switches will become clear 
later.
2 • The strength CT of the incoming report is then compared to C"”o
the "Initiation Threshhold Strength" which is set by the experimenter by
- .
the Preset Parameter S8. Although every incoming report is tested for
association with every track on the drum, among those reports which fail
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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to associate only those with strengths exceeding some threshold strength 
will be regarded as candidates for initiation on the drum as a fresh track. 
Hence, if when 6“ and CT^ are compared, the switch is set
to "Drop", i.e. drop the report onto the drum thereby initiating a fresh 
track. If (T< Of > switch S-^  is set to "Don’t Drop"$ this report will 
not be initiated even if it fails to associate.
3* A track on the drum is then extracted and its P digit examined.
If P=l, indicating that this track is empty the report is immediately 
provisionally initiated as a track in this drum address (provided that this 
dropping is allowed by the switch which has previously been set in 
accordance with the result of the examination of the report8s strength). 
After the report has been provisionally initiated the switch Si is immedi­
ately set to the "Don’t Drop” position so that the current report will be 
dropped only once. Switch S3 is then set to the "Erase” position so that 
if this report subsequently is associated the provisionally initiated 
track will be erased. This provisional initiation of every report (of 
sufficient strength) into the first empty drum location encountered is 
the economical way of automatically initiating tracks. The device will 
continue to try to associate this report with some track on the drum. If 
it succeeds the track will be erased, if a full revolution of the drum 
elapses with no association, no further trouble need be taken or any time 
wasted. The next report may be processed immediately.
U. If the P digits of the track examined in step 3 is 0 indicating 
a live valid track, the routine unpacks the information from the track and 
attempts to associate it with the report. An association is regarded to have
occurred between the report ( | , >^ ) and the first track which has an (x,y) 
satisfying! I X "  f ! $  6 ,
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where £  *s the association bin size, rt is a function of the age and 
firmness of a track. This functional relationship is one of the crucial 
parameters of the system and is one of the important factors which the 
simulated system was designed to study. Different functional forms for £  
must be provided for each experiment in the form of a routine which is to 
be located in Illiac*s Memory at an address specified by the Preset 
Parameter SN. For each track examined, the associator has extracted the 
firmness and age of the track and has stored them in two standard temporary 
locations. It is the duty of the £ -routine to use these to compute the 
proper £  and return control to a specified location in the associator 
routine with this value of £  in both the accumulator and quotient registers 
of Illiac. The experiment need only provide a routine satisfying this recipe.
5* After examining and operating on this track by either of the alter­
nate methods of step 3 or li (having found no association if via step U),
the track examination is advanced and the next track is examined. This 
repetitive cycle of events assures that:
a) Each report is provisionally initiated in the first available empty 
drum address encountered,
b) Each report is tested for association with each valid track on the drum. 
As the examination address is advanced tests are made to see if all drum 
positions have yet been examined. First, a test is made to see if the
E = Entry Address 
Z * Drum End Address
£ X K M l N M \ O N  
Po s i t i o n
(6Hé>ZS)
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examination address has yet reached Illiac0s drum end, i.e. location (1022-1023). 
If it has not, examination proceeds at once as in step 3 (the switch S2 
having been initially set in the "Don* t test for re-entry" position. If 
the drum end is encountered the examination address is reset to the beginning 
(62U-62£) of the simulated drum in order to mock up a revolving drum, and 
switch S2 is also set to the "Test for re-entry" position. Now before 
examining each succeeding track a comparison is made between the examination 
address and the address of original entry to the routine (which had been 
stored in step 1). 'When this entry address is re-encountered a full drum 
revolution has occurred and the routine is left. Note that the provisionally 
initiated track remains automatically initiated.
6. If In proceeding through successive drum addresses an association 
is found, further search is stopped, i.e. the first track with which a re­
port associates is regarded as belonging to that report. If the report had 
been dropped (provisionally initiated) the address at which it was dropped 
is remembered and that location has P set equal to 1, i.e. the provisionally 
initiated track is erased. Switch S3 will allow this erasure to occur if 
and only if an actual drop was carried out.
7• The current report is then used to correct and smooth the track 
with which it associated according to the relations:
a) x-*xs = x -x)
y-> 7s z 7  -y)
b) u-*Ug = u +  ^ ( ^  -x)
v - » v s - v + p  (f|-y)
c) T- » T S = 0
d) f->fs = f +  f± but fs ^  fm
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e) The identification number of a track (IDT) is always the identification 
number of the report (IDR) which initiated the track. It is never 
altered and is never consulted by the drum routine. Its only use is 
to help the experimenter more easily analyze and correlate his results. 
In this correction operation certain parameters which are basic to 
the operation of and the study of the device must be consulted, hence they 
can and must be provided by the experimenter. The smoothing parameters 0< 
and ^  are functions of the age and firmness of the track in question.
They must be provided as in the case of #  by a routine prepared by the 
experimenter and located in Illia^s memory at a position specified by 
the Preset Parameter SJ. This routine must then return control to a 
specified point in the Associator Routine. On each association the firm­
ness of the track is increased by an amount fj, except that this firmness 
is not allowed to grow above fm. Both f± and fm are to be fixed by the 
experimenter via the Preset Parameters S9 and SK respectively.
8. On every association*, information may or may not be printed on 
the output data tape depending on the setting of the printing switch which 
is determined by the Preset Parameter S3 and which has already been referred 
to in Section B on the Master Routine. The experimenter may choose one 
of three alternatives3
a) Information printed at every association.
b) Information printed only at mis associations, (i.e. IDT IDR).
c) Information not printed at association.
This Association Print routine occupies 22* words (2*8 orders) in the 
Illiac. For convenience in programming, it actually displays information 
about the track and report which associated before the report is used to
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correct the track® Hence a casual inspection of the printed output reveals 
the track in its worst light® This is quite immaterial since sufficient 
information is printed to infer what correction did occur; in fact, it is 
the most directly usable information since the experimenter is in general 
most interested in studying the largest separation between track and report® 
This output data is punched on an output tape in straight sexadecimal form. 
This output tape then suffers two fates; it is printed out to be examined 
in varying amounts of detail by the experimenter (who must learn to operate 
in a base 16 number system), and it is re-ingested by the Illiac using one 
or more of the more generalized data processing programs (see Part VI of 
this report).
The printed aspect of a portion of a data tape iss
C1) C2) (3) CM (5) (6) (7) (8) C 9 ) (10) (11) (12) (13)
F U- h r 346 15L il*U LLF L U 4 IF FN 6 07 133F 51 51 2J* 1L6 15J L U l u 5 OF LN 6 07 133F 38 3+ 2FF 240 1JN LLL 0028 00 00 1 09 133F 57 57 292 29L 223 LLL L U O 00 FF 6 08 133F 58 58 3Jf 29L 211* LLL LErf8 00 Fli 6 08 133F 18 18 3J0 088 3 7 k LL- 000F 00 00 1 0- 13ltF 1|L hL 3 3 h 203 15F LLJ IXF6 FF IF 6 08 1 3 kF NN NN 214 l£0 018 LLL 0002 00 00 1 ON 13UF NN 55 2J6 OLL 283 002 0069 L8 L8 3 23 1 3 kF 5o 5o 3 9 h 21*8 15N LLF U N O 00 00 1 00 1 3 kF 03 03 3fF 090 30J 003 0006 04 04 6 OU 135
with the following significance for the columns §
(1) An identification digit to allow the data processing programs to recognize 
each piece of data.
(2) IDR = Identification number of report.
(3) 3DT = Identification number of track. (NN labels a noise report or track.)
(Notation* 4* = K (sexa) = 10 (deci), - = S (sexa) - 11 (deci).)
(U) The Illiac address of the drum address in which the association occurred®
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(This number can be any one o f the 200 even memory lo cation s between 
6214(270 sexa) and 1022 (3LL sexa)»)
(£) and (6) x and y of the associated track» x and y are carried  on the
drum as 16 binary digits (two O^s* 8 integral mile digits* 6 fractional 
mile digitsj see figure 1)« Only the first 12 binary (3 sexa) digits 
are printed» The binary point is hence in the “middle" of the 3rd 
sexadecimal digit»
(7) and (8) (x-X) and (y~Y) as numbers in the Illiac number system to
12 (3 sexa) and 16 (3 sexa) digits respectively* with binary points 
in the middle of 3rd sexadecimal digits» X and Y are the actual 
coordinates of the target from which the report came to 12 and 16 
binary digits* respectively* as provided by the Internal Report Genera­
tor« (See Part HI) The drum has no access to X and Y, it operates 
on ^ and which are X and Y truncated to the nearest mile (10 
binary digits) to mock up radar error» Nevertheless X and Y are 
retained and printed so that the experimenter may have information 
on the tracking of the actual target even after its true position 
(X*Y) has been processed by the Report Generator to give a simulated 
radar report ( | * ^ )  and by the Drum Routine to give a track (x*y)»
(9) and (10) u and v* the velocity of the track as an Illiac number of 6 
binary numerical digits» The 8 binary (2 sexa) digits printed are 
1 sign* 6 numerical* 1 zero digit» The binary point follows the first 
binary digit««
(11) The track firmness^ I4 binary (1 sexa) digit of which only the last 3 
are used«
(12) Time since last report»
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(13) The clock time, i.e. reading of the Master Clock»
Note that only the information in columns (£), (6), (9), (10), (11)* 
and (12) (x, y, u, v, f, and T) is available to and used by the Drum Routine. 
The rest is printed only as an aid to the experimenter»
F. Miscellaneous Remarks On The Drum Routines 
During the course of the experiments using the programs described in 
this report, it became desirable to test several possibilities that had 
not been incorporated in either the original proposal or in the simulation 
routines» To this end several oveiwriting routines were prepared which 
when read into the Illiac subsequent to the main routines slightly altered 
the logic of the original routines. These will be described.
1* Originally six fractional mile digits were carried for x, y, u, 
v, the coordinates and velocity of the track» To see the effect of carrying 
these quantities to higher precision, an overwrite was prepared that enabled 
7 digits to be retained. This oveiwrite simply alters several of the 
arithmetic orders in the Bring Up To Dater (Section D) and the track correcting 
portion of the Associator (Section E).
2. In the arithmetic portions of the Drum Routine, the computations 
are carried out in the natural Illiac number system with 39 binary digits.
These numbers are then truncated and packed into the track registers. It 
is a property of the Illiac number system that a small positive number 
(e.g. in the range 2“  ^to 2“39) truncates to 0 (to six significant binary 
digits), while a small negative number (e.g. in the range -2“7 to -2“39) 
truncates to -2“^» Hence in the operation of computing the corrected 
velocity, a biased error can be made of the order of ~2“^» The physical 
effect of this was to produce a uniform east and/or south "wind" for some
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targets o This drift effect was removed by preparing an overwrite program 
which used rounded rather than truncated arithmetic in the portion of the 
correcting part of the Associator which computes the velocity» Either 6 
or 7 rounded velocity digits may be retained»
3. Double Bin Sorting - If due to multiple radar returns separated 
in azimuth, multiple reports on a single target are fed to the Drum Sorter, 
multiple tracks may be started and carried on It, especially if the target 
is maneuvering» A possible resolution of this difficulty has been suggested 
and an overwrite to mock it up was prepared» It is desired to retain a 
second bin size E (distinct from the association bin size 6 ) with the 
significance that any incoming report will be tested against association 
(falling within 6 ) with every track on the drum, but that for a report 
to be initiated as a fresh track on the drum it must satisfy the three 
criteria:
a) Its strength must exceed the initiation threshold strength OjJ” .
b) It must associate with no track on the drum»
c) It must lie at least a distance E away from all tracks on the drum*
A program of 9 words (18 orders) which achieves this end was written* 
Logically it is attached to the Associator Routine but may be placed any­
where in the Illiac memory that happens to be free» In the worst case, 
nine of the 100 targets flown may be sacrificed* The logical operation 
of the routine is as follows:
a) A special track eraser is provided which will always be entered imme­
diately on leaving the Associator Routine if the report being processed 
associates with no track on the drum* Upon entering the Associator 
(step 1 - Section E) the erase address of this special eraser is set
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to an inocuous address so that if erasure were carried out here, no 
damage would be done.
b) During the examination of every track on the drum against a report (every 
track will be tried only for those reports which don*t associate), the 
routine also determines whether or not I X - 4 I 6 . F ,  l>«f-vv!Sfe are 
satisfied for both the x and y of at least one track on the drum. If
so the address at which a report was last dropped is extracted from 
the dropper and planted in the special eraser, if this last drop was 
the current report. Whether or not the current report has been dropped 
is uniquely determined by examining the position switch S3 (figure 5) 5 
it can lie in the "Erase" position only if the current report has been 
dropped. Only in this case will the address found in the dropper be 
planted in the special eraser.
c) If the report does not associate with any track on the drum, control 
is transferred to the special eraser. The position erased will be 
the current provisionally initiated track if the report was initiated 
and was within E of any other track, or it will be an inocuous word 
if this was not the case.
U* Interrupting the Operation of the Routine - Due to the slowed down 
time in which the experiments are run (a drum revolution occupies of the 
order of 1 or 2 seconds depending on whether or not an association which 
requires slow output is found, so that a real second occupies 20-30 machine 
seconds depending on the ntunber of associations), an experiment of reason­
able duration (2£0 or more seconds) cannot be carried out in a single period 
(2 hours per day) during which Illiac is at the disposal of the Control 
Systems Laboratory. Hence provision must be made for interrupting an ex­
periment and reading out the information necessary to put the machine back
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in its original condition for the next run® Read-out routines which 
accomplish this have been prepared» Iiliac can always be stopped at the 
standard controlled STOP shown in figure 2 S and the Read Out Routine 
inserted® This routine prints the necessary information on a tap® in 
just the proper form so that it can be re-ingested by the Iiliac the next 
day9 no modification of this tape being necessary«» The actual informa­
tion read out depends on which Report Generator is being used, but the 
following information pertaining to the Drum Routine must always be in­
cluded g
a) The Subclock and Master Clock®
b) The last random number used by the Random Number Generator so that the 
next random number desired may be generated from it®
c) The position of the two switches in the Track S crate her (figure I*)©
d) The address of the last track brought up to date by the Bring Up To 
Dater Routine®
e) The last entry address to the drum in the Assoeiator Routine®
f) The entire contents of the Brum, Iiliac memory locations 62i*~X023*
The operations carried out in placing a problem in Iiliac areg
a) Read in all operational routines with their Preset Parameters®
b) Read in the trajectory parameters of the targets (see Part IV)®
c) Read in the aforementioned information from the last run® (On the 
•very first run of a given experiment, the drum is merely marked as 
completely empty by setting all P digits equal to 1®)
d) Commence running at the controlled STOP (figure 2)®
5?® For reference, the significance of all Preset Parameters for the 
Drum Routines is here gathered together®
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Parameter Used in Routines Significance
S3 Master and Asso- 
ciator
Print Control Switch - controls both 
presence or absence of Clear Picture 
Display Print and Association Print*
Si; Clear Picture 
Display
fp* any track with firmness not less 
than fp will be clear picture displayed. 
(Never yet used)
S5 Track Scratcher nQ> the number of empty tracks demanded 
on the drum»
S6 Track Scratcher f^* the limit beyond which the scratching 
firmness can never rise»
S7 Bring Up To Dater f^* the amount by which a track5 s firmness 
decreases for every interval Ts that it 
fails to be associated»
S8 Associator CrQ5 the strength which must be exceeded 
or equalled for a report to be a candi­
date for initiation»
S9 Associator f^, the amount by which a track* s firmness 
is increased every time it is associated*
SK Associator fra, the maximum firmness of a track*
ss Master f0* the firmness of a freshly initiated 
track*
SN Associator The address of the C  (sorting bin size) 
computing routine*
SJ Associator The address of the ®&and 0  (smoothing 
parameters) computing routine*
SF Master The address of the Report Generator 
being used»
SL Bring Up To Dater Ts5 the f-decrease interval®
6. The Drum Routines described so far which are common to all experi-
ments account for the following portions of Illiac* s 1021; memory locations.
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Location Number of Words Routine
0-17 18 Temporary Storage and Clocks
18-27 10 Constants used by all Routines
28-33 6 Random Number Generator
3U-70 37 Track Scratcher
71-102 32 Bring Up To Dater
103-126 2ii Master
127-206 80
(with li free)
Associator
207-230 2li Association Print Routine
393 words (memory locations 231-623) remain for the Report Generator, 
Orbit Preparers, £  , 0(and^Routines, and for the storage of the tra­
jectories of the targets.
62U-1023 iiOO Drum Storage
III. THE INTERNAL REPORT GENERATOR 
A. General Considerations
The duty of the Internal Report Generator is to provide a sequence 
of simulated reports on which the Drum Sorter and Tracker Routine may operate. 
It mocks up the 1-5 radars, their associated preliminary data processers 
and buffer stores and their input net in a manner consistent with this 
portion of the entire system envisioned in Report R-35 of this laboratory.
In brief, each of the 5-25 radars of that system are to report in 
sequence, round-robin fashion, once or oftener per second on the average, 
so that the Drum Sorter may be up to date within one second. Hence, since 
the Drum can accept 100 reports per second from the input net, each radar
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can send on the average (100/n ) reports each time it is interrogated«
However, due to fluctuations in traffic density and in order to achieve
maximum alertness, each radar, i, is assigned a report quota, Qi = k^ (100/n )
with 1 (order 2-3 say), so that 2 1 ^  \ O 0  (order 200-300 say).
^ —i
Each time a radar is interrogated during the round-robin, it is to be 
allowed to send either the number of reports it has accumulated since the 
last interrogation or Q-^ , whichever is less« If a given radar has accumu­
lated a number of reports greater than (dubbed Saturation of the 1st 
kindtt$ note that "saturation of the 1st kind" is a property of an indi­
vidual radar), then several methods of picking out the to be sent have 
been proposed. One possibility is to send the strongest reports ("sort- 
by-strength" )| another is to send the last reports ("serial-overwrite").
It is the duty of the preliminary data processers with their associated 
buffer stores at each radar to accumulate the radar reports and transmit 
them in accordance with one of these recipes whenever interrogated. These 
preliminary data processers also have the duty of making a parallax correction 
on each report so that all coordinates are expressed in terms of a universal 
set of drum coordinates so chosen that the origin is at the south-west 
comer of the area under scrutiny thus allowing the coordinates of all 
targets to be positive. This can be done since each radar has the clear 
picture information from the central Drum Sorter at its disposal^nd hence 
is cognisant of its own position since its platform is in view of other 
radars so that it is being itself tracked by the central computer.
It is possible for the input net of the system to be saturated (total 
number of reports for a given second exceeding 100 so that the round-robin 
interrogation cannot be completed in one second) without having any one
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radar suffering saturation of the first kind. This possibility arises
available could exceed 100 without any one radar having a number of reports 
which exceeds its quota«. This condition is dubbed nsaturation of the 2nd 
kind”; it is a property of the entire net of radars collectively« Since 
large changes in the traffic pattern and density develop on a slower time 
scale than the time scale describing the motion of a single target* it is 
sufficient that the report quotas Qj_ of the various radars be manually 
adjustable via a voice link« The would normally be set large to achieve 
maximum alertness; as saturation of either the first or second kind develops, 
one or more of the may be adjusted in order to rectify the situation*
It was desired to study the behavior of the Drum Sorter in the face 
of difficulties due to noise and various sorts of saturation and fluctuating 
traffic density* Even if the actual equipments and devices existed in 
working order, this type of test would be hard to carry out due to the 
expense and difficulty of assembling and directing the large number of 
people and targets necessary to carry out such a large operation* The 
Internal Report Generator mocks up the general features of such an opera­
tion entirely within the Illiac where it is under the complete control 
of the experimenter* The scaling down of the simulated system compared 
to the real system requires that the 100 reports per second capacity in the 
above remarks be replaced by 20 reports per second, and that N, the number 
of radars in the system be no greater than 5* In the Internal Report 
Generator the routines always operate as though the system contains 5> 
radars, but there exists a provision for marking a radar as Mead«” If 
this be done initially the routines operate as though the system contains
because in general so that the total number of reports
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fewer radarsj if done during the course of an experiment, questions associ­
ated with the effects of the sudden malfunctioning or shooting out of a 
radar can be studied.
In brief outline, the action of the Internal Report Generator is as 
follows (see figure 6)2 Once per revolution of the simulated drum (l/20 
simulated second), the Reader Routine (Section IU, B) of the Internal 
Report Generator is consulted. This routine will consult the radar buffer 
stores, extract a report and return to the Drum Master Routine (figure 2 
and Section II, B) with this report in proper form to be operated upon.
The 5 radar buffer stores comprise bO Illiac memory locations (so that
s
Q a, ^  4 *» which are arbitrarily disposable among the £ radars 
in round-robin fashion by the experimenter. (See Section III, C). Since 
a second is the least count of time in the entire system, it is necessary 
to provide reports up to date by only one second. Once per second (every 
20th time consulted) the Reader Routine will also transfer control to 
routines which prepare and place in the buffer store the batch of reports 
to be used during the next second.
Once per simulated second the Corrector and Noise Routine (Section 
IU, C) first rotates the radar beams by the requisite angle and provides 
the buffer store with a certain amount of noise. The Orbit Preparer 
(Part IV) being used then advances each of the up to 100 targets one 
second’s worth along its trajectory. The Tester Routine (Section III, D) 
then examines each target to determine which ones if any of the *> radars 
can see it. Those targets that are observed are loaded into the proper radar’s 
buffer store (using either the sort-by-strength or serial-overwrite rule in 
case of saturation of the 1st kind) by the Planter Routine (Section III, E).
Each of the routines will be described in detail.
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B. The Reader Routine
The Reader Routine consists of 17 words (3U orders) and is entered 
from the Drum Master Routine once per drum revolution. Its logic is shown 
in figure 6, and its action is described as follows:
1, Immediately on entry, the Reader examines the Subclock. If the 
Subclock reads 0, signaling the end of one second and the beginning of 
the next, it is time to prepare a batch of reports representing those 
targets which will be seen next second. The Reader transfers to the proper 
routines to do this before proceeding with step 2.
2* If the Subclock does not read 0, or if step 1 has been already 
carried out the Reader consults the Buffer store for a report. This Buffer 
Store occupies the 1*0 memory location 1*73-512 in Illiac. It is shared
U73
512
Radar
1
Radar
2
Radar
3
Radar
1*
Radar
_L _
by the radars as shown with divisions as deter­
mined by the experimenter. (The 5 radars* 
positions together need not exhaust the 1*0 loca­
tions.) If these locations are read in order,
Reading the round-robin nature of the radars* reporting 
Address
is simulated. The prior reading address is 
remembered from one drum revolution to the next. 
(This address and the buffer store are read out
of the machine on interruption and are read back 
in upon resumption of an experiment. See Section IE, F, 1*) This reading 
address is advanced and the position examined. If it contains no report 
(the Buffer Store locations are capable of being marked as empty or full), 
the reading address is advanced and the position examined. If in this process 
a report is found the Reader lifts out this report, marks the location as 
now empty, and proceeds to step 2*.
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FIGURE 6 . THE READER ROUTINE
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3• II in the above process, the reading address encounters the end 
of the Buffer Store, the reading address is first re-set to the initial 
address of the Buffer Store for the entry on the next revolution. The 
random number generator is then consulted, and the appropriate digits 
selected to represent a noise report somewhere in the area before going 
to step h* Notice that the procedure of step 3 guarantees that the drum 
is provided with some report on which to operate for each revolution. If 
a one second batch of reports placed into the Buffer Store is less than 
20 then enough noise reports will be provided to make 20. If a one second 
batch comprises more than 20 (saturation) then the reading address cannot 
sweep the entire Buffer Store before the elapse of the second and the 
insertion of more reports in the Buffer Store. The routines which make 
this insertion will be described later; suffice it to say that the new 
reports from each radar are sorted against each other and with anything 
left in the radar1s Buffer Store from the proceding second in accordance 
with either the sort-by-strength or serial-overwrite rules. The reading 
address does not change during this process so that on the next interrogation 
of the Buffer Store, reading will be resumed in order, simulating the fact 
that even under saturation conditions the radars will report what they have 
or their quota (whichever is less) in a round-robin fashion. By a proper 
choice of flight plan for the 100 targets and position of the 5 radars, 
as well as a proper choice of noise level for each radar, saturation of 
the first or second kind can easily be caused to occur and its effects on 
the system studied.
iw A report lifted from the Buffer Store (step 2) or received from 
the noise generator (step 3) actually has the form shown in figure 7, and
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in this form is dubbed a Pre-Report. X and T are the actual position 
coordinates of the target specified to as many places as possible consistent 
with the number of digits available. X and T are placed in locations lk 
and 15 by the Reader Routine for later use by the Drum Printing Routine.
(See Section II, E). The Reader then exorcises the fractional n&le digits 
from X and T (making them into % and placing the report in the
Illiac Accumulator in the form of figure 3a, returns control to the Drum 
Master Routine as shown in figure 2.
In order to pursue several special investigations, several modifications 
of the Reader portion of the Internal Report Generator were prepared as 
overwriting programs which could be read into the machine after the Internal 
Report Generator Routines were inserted.
The first of these enabled the experimenter to investigate in the 
same experiment the relative behavior of targets with no noise reports in 
their vicinity and targets with noise in their vicinity. If the targets 
are spread over the entire 256 x 256 mile area, this can be achieved by 
confining all noise reports to a smaller area, e.g., if in preparing a 
noise report, the 128 mile digit of X is always forced to be 0, then any 
noise report must have coordinates satisfying
0 * X ^ 1 2 7
255
Since any combination of digits can be forced to be 0, many possibilities 
of this nature are easily at the disposal of the experimenter.
In some investigations without saturation effects it is of interest 
to run the simulated system on less than 20 reports per second. To achieve 
this reduced report rate is very simple. The Reader is modified so that 
when the reading address reaches the end of the Buffer Store instead of
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preparing a noise report and transferring to the Drum Routines just ahead 
of the Associator Routine (as shown in figure 2), no report is prepared 
and control is transferred to the Drum Routines at a point just after the 
Associator Routine. Note that all other duties (Track Scratching, Bringing 
up to Date, Advancing the Clocks) are still carried out 20 times per second^ 
the Associator is called into play only if a report exists for it to operate 
upon.
Provision has also been made for examining the effect of providing 
the Drum Sorter with radar reports accurate to l/2 mile. This simply 
consists in defining the binary point in figures 1 , 3 and 7 to be one place 
to the left and making minor changes in the arithmetic portions of the Drum, 
Internal Report Generator, and Orbit Preparer Routines to render them com­
patible.
As originally written, the Internal Report Generator under extreme 
saturation conditions could allow the round-robin interrogation of the 
radars* Buffer Stores to take as long as 2 seconds (1*0 portions in Buffer 
Store at 20 reports per second). To compare this situation with one in 
which no report is older than 1 second, a small 1* word, 8 order overwrite 
was prepared. This routine simply erases the entire Buffer Store (by setting 
all K equal to 1) once per second immediately after the Subclock is found 
to read 0 (step 1) and before transferring control to the routines which 
prepare the reports for the next second. Hence any report still remaining 
in the Buffer Store from the last second*s batch is rejected.
C. The Corrector Routine
The 2U word, U8 order Corrector Routine is called into play once per 
simulated second (every 20th drum revolution). Its duty is to rotate the
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radar beams by the necessary amount and to provide the Buffer Store with 
each radar8s noise quota* To do this it must consult the radar data bank 
which is a set of 10 IlHac memory locations (6li*-623) containing in 2 
registers per radar the information about the 5 radars. These 10 registers 
are loaded by means of a set of 10 Preset Parameters (S3-SN) for the 
Internal Report Generator, S3, Si* for radar 1$ S£, S6 for 2; S7, S8 for 3;
S9f SK for 1*| and SS, SN for £• The information stored about the i"th radar 
in its two registers (called %  and D^*) is shown in figure 8.
The constants Ai, Qi, and^fj^ of figure 8 enable the experimenter to 
apportion the 1*0 locations of the total round“robin Buffer Store in any 
fashion desired and to assign to each radar a Priority Noise Quota. This 
number of noise reports (of the form of figure 7) will be inserted at the 
beginning of each second into the first locations of the radar i8s 
Buffer Store. A possible layout of the Buffer Store is shown in figure 9.
The logical operation of the Corrector Routine is shown in figure 10 
and consists of the following sequence of operations which are carried out 
once for each of the £ radars.
1. The vitality of the radar is first tested. If it is dead, the next 
radar is examined.
2. The two data registers and Di8 pertaining to this radar are 
first brought from the Illiac memory. The Radar Buffer Store beginning 
address Ai and the radar priority noise quota are stored and<i>i is added 
to 0  i which is restored to Di so that the beam is rotated by the proper 
amount.
3* The sorting type switch which is set by the experimenter via Preset 
Parameter SJ is next encountered. If this switch is in the "sort-by-strength"
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position no changes are necessary in the subsequent Planter Routine (Section 
HI, E). If it is in the wSe rial-overwrite®1 position a switch in the 
Planter Routine is set properly so that when this point is reached the
planting of reports into the various radars® Buffer Stores will be carried£
out by the serial-overwrite rule. If this rule be followed the quantity 
is needed by the Planter Routine, so this quantity is formed by 
the Corrector and stored in the proper one of 5 data locations (called D^**) 
for later use. These 5 words take no extra space in the Illiac memory 
since they overwrite 5 words in the Planter Routine which are not used if 
the serial-overwrite method of filling the Buffer Stores is used.
lu Using the k± and j; stored in step 2, the Corrector Routine 
obtains priority noise pre-reports (of the form of figure 7) and 
stores them in the firstly locations of this radar® s Buffer Store 
(starting at Ai).
The priority noise report inserted into a given radar® s Buffer Store 
does not necessarily lie in the geographical area seen by that rndarf it 
can lie anywhere in the area prone to noise (e.g. 2£6 x 2£6 mi«, or 128 by 
2^6 mi.). To achieve this would take a portion of Illiac®s memory that 
can hardly be spared, and to this extent the simulation of an actual system 
is at this point faulty. At this stage the priority noise serves the 
purpose of occupying space in a given radar® s Buffer Store so that effects 
of saturation can be studied. To the extent that the experimenter chooses 
the noise quotas and areas available to noise properly, the actual geo­
graphical studies of noise track distributions and noise report associ­
ations with noise tracks and valid target tracks can and have been 
studied.
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When all £ radars have been so processed, control is transferred to 
the Orbit Preparer in order to obtain the coordinates of the first target«
In order to investigate the effects of momentary surges of noise on 
the system and to determine for what length of time such effects can be 
withstood, a short 19 word, 38 order program has been written which can 
be used in conjunction with the Internal Report Generator. An experimental 
investigation of these effects will enable the experimenter to test the 
hypothesis that manual adjustment of (a radar’s report quota) and 
(a radar’s threshold or bias level) is sufficiently rapid and responsive 
to cope with the situation.
This program is entered just before the Corrector Routine. It first 
observes the Master Clock and until a pre-determined time ti is reached, 
it simply returns control at once to the Corrector Routine. However at 
time t^ it changes every radar’s priority noise quota by an amount 
which can be chosen to be either positive or negative. (It could also be 
easily arranged to change from a reduced report rate to a full report rate 
of 20 reports per second or vice versaj see Section III, B). This state 
of affairs is allowed to persist until the Master Clock reads t2 at which 
time the is subtracted from each radar’s priority noise quota, thereby
restoring them to their original values ?li. (At this time also the 
report rate may be changed from reduced to full or vice versa.) This condi­
tion now obtains until the end of the experiment. The experimenter has A ’U  
(positive or negative), ti, and t2 at his disposal.
D. The Tester Routine
After the radars have been corrected and their priority noise quotas 
provided to their Buffer Stores, each of the up to 100 targets has its current
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position computed; this position is examined to see which radars can 
observe it during the current second« This sequence of operations, shown 
in figure 6, is carried out by the Orbit Preparer, the Tester, and the 
Planter Routines. In order to accomodate several different types of 
flight plan, provision was made for the Orbit Preparer to be easily change­
able. To date, five such routines embracing £ different flight plans have 
been written and used. These will be described in detail in Part IV of 
this report. To be compatible with the Tester and Planter Routines, each 
of these routines and any additional routine describing some additional 
desired flight plan must follow a set recipe. The logic of this recipe 
is displayed in figure 11, and the overall functioning of the Orbit Pre­
parer plus Tester plus Planter is described in the following paragraph.
The address at which the Orbit Preparer being used is stored in the 
Illiac memory is specified by the experimenter via the Preset Parameter SF.
As soon as it has finished operating, the Corrector Routine transfers control 
to the Orbit Preparer. On this initial entry the first of the N targets 
ift processed. This process consists of consulting the Master Clock and 
determining X and Y, the rectangular coordinates of the current position of 
the target and storing these in memory locations 2 and 3 respectively. In 
addition the identification number of the target is entered in location 1 
and a strength is assigned to the target and entered in location 11. These 
1* pieces of information which will be used by the Tester and Planter Routines 
constitute a wproto-pre-reportw. Control is then transferred to the Tester 
^^8 Planter Routines which determine whether or not this target is in current 
view of each radar and plant its information in the proper Buffer Store as a 
pre-report if necessary. The Orbit Preparer is then re-entered from the
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Tester at an address one word beyond the already specified initial entry 
addresso The next target in the sequence is then processed and the Tester 
re-entered. The Orbit Preparer continues this action until all Np (Np ^  100) 
targets in the sequence have been processed,. The number of targets Np is 
specified by the experimenter via the Preset Parameter SL. On every entry 
the Orbit Parameter carries out a test to ascertain whether or not all Np 
targets have as yet been processed. On finding that they have been, it 
returns control to the Reader Routine which selects a pre-report from the 
Buffer Store and returns with it in the form of a report to the Drum Master 
Routine as explained above in Section III, B0
The Tester Routine consisting of k6 words (92 orders) is primarily 
an arithmetic routine as shown in figure 12. The following cycle is passed
through 5 times (once for each of the 5 radars) for each of the Np targets.
lo The radar in question is tested for being alive. If dead, pass
on to the next radar; if alive carry out the next test. Note that the
tests which a proto-pre-report must pass in order to be regarded as seen 
by a given radar are carried out in order of increasing difficulty from 
the I Iliac point of view. If the target fails an earlier easier test 
the more complicated tests need not be carried out.
2. If the radar is alive, the radar data bank is consulted and x^,
y±> ^ i *  and ***i for this radar are stored for later use of the
Tester. Information about this radar* s Buffer Store, i.e. % ,  and Qi
are stored for use by the Planter Routine in case it is called into play 
If this radar can see this target.
3. The strength of the target 0” in location 11 is compared with this 
radar*s threshold strength. If < r < c £  the target cannot be seen, the
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next radar is consulted* If 0"7 » the target is able to be seen,
the testing is continued.
U. The coordinates of the target (X,X) are next referred to the 
center of the radar*s cover (at x^, yt) as origin by formings
next test.
S>. A short approximation formula for the inverse tangent (good to 1% 
or better) is used to compute the bearing of the target (with North being 
0)5 ©  = tan"l y/x. This bearing is examined to see if it lies within
the one-second beam sweep sector between the current position of the 
beam, and its position one second later If it does not
lie therein the target is not seen and the next radar is consulted. If 
it does lie therein the target is seen and the Planter Routine is called 
into play to plant this target* s report in this radar* s Buffer Store before 
the next radar is consulted.
The Planter Routine consisting of h3 words (86 orders) is called into 
play if and only if some radar has seen some target. The subsequent action 
is diagramed in figure 13 and is described below*
1. Using the information already planted by the Tester when it unpacked 
the data registers of the radar being examined, the Planter Routine plants 
in the appropriate places s the beginning address of the Buffer Store
A  x = X - Xi A y ® I - y±
The square of the distance of the target from the center of cover, 
(Ax)2+*(Ay)2 is compared to the square of the radar* s range, 
if ( A x ) 2 4 - ( A y ) 2 >  Rj_2, the target cannot be seen, proceed to the next 
radar; if (Ax)^«f» the target can be seen, proceed to the
E. The Planter Routine
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in question; Ai4*Qi , its end address; and Aj_ +  ^ i >  the beginning 
address of the non-noise reports. (See figure 9) The examination address 
of step 2 is set to Aj_, the beginning address.
2. The K digit in is examined to see if this location is full 
(K*0) or empty (K=l). If full, the examination address is advanced and 
the next location examined. At each advance a test is made to see if the 
location Ai +  has been reached. If this location is reached without 
finding an empty location with K*l, this Buffer Store is full or saturated; 
one of the special provisions must be invoked (step k)• If in this process 
an empty location is found, its address is placed into the "Dropper" portion 
of the Routine (step 3).
3. The "Dropper" simply takes the information constituting a proto- 
pre-report (X in location 2, Y in location 3f ID number in location 1, and
in location 11) placed there originally by the Orbit Preparer and 
packs it into a single 1*0 digit niiac word as a pre-report of the form 
of figure 7. It then places this pre-report into the Buffer Store address 
with which it has been provided. The pre-report having been stored, the 
control is returned to the Tester for the examination of the next radar.
!*• If the Buffer Store of the radar in question is full (either 
because of a plethora of targets in sight during this second or because 
pre-reports still remain in the Buffer Store from the previous second 
(see Section III, B)) the Sorting Type switch is encountered. This switch 
has already been set to either the "serial-overwrite" or the "sort-by­
strength" position by the Corrector Routine (see Section HI, C, step 3) 
in accordance with the experimenter* s desires as expressed via Preset 
Parameter SJ.
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5>. In the “serial-overwrite** position the Routine recovers the Buffer 
Store address last used by consulting the auxilliary radar data bank D^1 * • 
This address is advanced by one and restored to D^'* to be available on next 
use and is also placed in the “Dropper" (step 3) which places the pre-report 
there* If advancing this address would pass beyond the end of this Buffer 
Store (Ai4* Qi) then both the address in D^** and in the “Dropper" are reset 
to Ai Since the address in Dj_** is originally set to Ai ^  %  i *>y
the Corrector Routine (Section HI, C, step 3) before any orbit preparing 
is done, the serial overwriting will begin at Ai i* Hence if too many
reports for the Buffer Store come in during a single second their loading 
will be in the following sequence, and the Buffer Store will have the aspect: 
(Ai) - Noise |
V- Remain involate% (Ai -4-1) - Noise
«i
-1) - NoiseJ 
(First Pass)
- Target
(Ai+ + U  - Target 
(Ai+ 7 l i +  2) - Target
t
(Ai +  Qi-1) - Target
T
(Second Pass)
(Ai +  % l )  - Target
(Ai +7li +  1) - Target
(Ai+^Zi-f 2) - Target 
(Ai «f Qj-1) - Target
---------- }
(Third Pass)
etc* (until all 
reports are in)
Note that this serial-overwrite method guarantees priority noise
reports in the radar*s Buffer Store* This is probably a reasonably accurate
mock-up of an actual serial-overwriting radar data processer. If the radar
has a certain ratio of noise reports to valid reports, any sub-sample of
its reports (e*g* the most recent reports) should have this same ratio
of noise to valid reports* In the simulated system, the experimenter, if
he has chosen the "serial-overwrite" method and some fixed (noise quota)
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and. (report (juots^, is i^isrsntreed 3. fixed r3tio Tti/Oi of noise
to total reports, if saturation occurs.
6. If the sorting type switch is encountered in the "sort-by-strength" 
position, the Routine first places <1* , the strength of the target observed 
into Illiac1 s memory location 0, and sets a 0 into memory location 8. The 
"Dropper1* will ultimately be set to drop at the address contained in location 
8 so that if no further change occurred the "Dropper" would assemble a pre­
report and place it in memory location 0 (not in the Buffer Store at all) 
from where it would subsequently be erased and lost. The strength (nota­
tion Cj) of each of the pre-reports in the Buffer Store is then com­
pared with the strength in location 0. If the one in 0 is weaker, proceed 
to the next ^j, if the one in 0 is stronger, replace it by the weaker 
and record the address from which this CT^ came in location 8* After all 
Q± locations in the Buffer Store have been examined according to this rule, 
it is guaranteed that the weakest report of all those in the Buffer Store 
plus the new one being examined, resides in location 0 and the address in 
the Buffer Store from which this strength came resides in location 8 (this 
address will be 0 if the new target is weakest). The address contained in 
8 is then set into the "Dropper" which sets the current pre-report into 
this address. If one of the previous pre-reports in the Buffer Store was 
weakest, it is overwritten by the new target* s pre-report. If the new 
target itself was the weakest, its pre-report is "dropped" into location 0 
and is subsequently lost. Note that in this method of handling saturation, 
the priority noise reports which were loaded into the Buffer Store by the 
Corrector Routine initially must take their chances in sorting against all 
the valid target reports which are seen by the radar in question, hence
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fewer than priority noise reports would in general appear per second.
This too, is probably a reasonably accurate simulation of an actual sort- 
by-strength radar data processer which would similarly discriminate against 
the noise reports from that radar.
F. Miscellaneous Remarks on the Internal Report Generator Routines
1. It became desirable to have access to the actual sequence of 
reports which the Internal Report Generator transfers (internal to Illiac) 
to the Drum Sorter. These reports could then be displayed and/or compared 
with the output data of the Drum Sorter Routines to determine the effective­
ness of the tracking provided by the Drum. In addition this sequence of 
reports could be fed into other sorting and tracking programs in order to 
compare their effectiveness with the device envisioned in Report R-3i> of 
this laboratory.
To provide this sequence of reports a program was prepared which simply 
advances the Master Clock by one second and transfers to the Internal Report 
Generator which prepares the one second* s batch of reports in the Buffer 
Store. The Reader is then entered 20 times providing 20 reports whose 
coordinates c t,h) are punched on a paper tape followed by a second 
marker. The sequence is then repeated until some predetermined time is 
reached. When this small Control Program is placed in Illiac along with 
the Internal Report Generator plus the desired Orbit Preparer (no Drum 
Routines) the desired sequence of reports is produced on a long paper 
tape which can be used for further and other investigations.
2. The actual running time used by the Internal Report Generator to 
prepare a one second batch of reports varies with the Orbit Preparer being
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used* In general, the positions of the up to 100 targets can be computed, 
tested for being seen by the 5 radars, and the resultant reports loaded 
into the Buffer Stores in from 2-3 seconds* Since the operation of the 
Drum Routines take about 1-2 seconds per simulated revolution (of which 
there are 20 per second), the preparation of the reports for this second 
does not add appreciably to the slowed-down time factor*
3* For reference, the significance of all the Preset Parameters for 
the Internal Report Generator and Orbit Preparer Routines is here gathered
together*
Parameter Significance
S3
Data on Radar 1 (see figure 8)
sU
SS
Data on Radar 2
S6
S7
Data on Radar 3
S8
S9
Data on Radar 1;
SK
SS
Data on Radar $
SN
SJ
Sorting Type Switch* For use by Corrector Routine. 
Specifies either "sort-by-strength" or "serial-over- 
write" method of handling Buffer Store saturation*
SF The address in the Illiac memory of the Ort>it Preparer 
being used* For use by Tester Routine.
SL Np, the number of targets in the flight pattern. For 
use by the Orbit Preparer (see figure 11).
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U* The 393 words (memory locations 231-623) reserved for everything 
but the Drum Routines (see Section H ,  F, 6) are further accounted for as
follows :
Location Number of Words Routine
231-337 107 Left free for the and^ routines, 
the Orbit Preparer, and any other auxilliaiy 
routine desired by the experimenter.
338-351* 17 Reader
335-378 2 h Corrector
379-1*21* 1*6 Tester
1*2£-1*67 U3 Planter
U68-U72 5 Constants used by Internal Report Generator 
Routines.
1*73-512 hO The Buffer Stores.
513-612 100 Reserved for storing trajectory information 
about the up to 100 targets, one word per 
target, to be used by the Orbit Preparer 
(see Part IV). Words needed for other 
purposes can be obtained from this group 
of 100 at a sacrifice in the number of 
targets capable of being flown.
613 1 Another constant needed by the Internal 
Report Generator Routines.
6ll*-623 10 Radar data banks (see figure 8).
IV. THE ORBIT PREPARERS 
A* General Considerations
The general recipe to which any Orbit Preparer must conform has already 
been described (Section HI, D) and shown (figure 11). Hence the mechanics 
of the transfers of control to and from the Orbit Preparer and the advance 
from one target to the next until all Np targets have been processed will
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be belabored no further; the discussion will be confined to the types of 
flight plan and the methods for realizing them for which programs have 
been prepared. Although Np, the number of targets flown in a given exer­
cise, can be arbitrarily set at any number less than or equal to 100, it 
has been possible in most of the experiments carried out to date to actually 
fit all 100 targets into the Illiac memory; the subsequent discussions 
will hence uniformly assume that 100 targets are being flown. One word 
per target is reserved in the Illiac memory (locations £13-612) to specify 
the particular flight plan of that target. These 100 data words must be 
prepared by the experimenter in order that the 100 targets should carry 
out his flight plan. The nature of the data supplied by the words varies 
with the Orbit Preparator in use.
The method of assigning a strength (to be loaded into location 11) 
to each target each time it is examined is common to all Orbit Preparers.
For these two strength digits, two random number digits provided by the 
Random Number Generator are used. Sufficient memory space probably exists 
in the Illiac to provide for some other simple method of assigning a 
strength to the various targets. However, the experimental program has 
not yet advanced to a stage where this has been warranted.
Five general flight plans are incorporated in the five Orbit Preparers 
discussed in Sections B-F. In order of increasing complexity they are:
Fishhook Orbit Preparer (Section B). Each of the 100 targets pursues 
an identical course consisting of a straight leg, followed by a circular 
turn, followed by a straight leg.
Scissors Orbit Preparer (Section C). The 100 targets are divided into £0 
identically behaving pairs. The two targets of a pair fly on two straight 
intersecting line segments.
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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Straight Line and Parabola Orbit Preparer (Section D)o The 100 targets 
behave independently» Any one may be dead (i»e» not visible), stationary, 
fly on arbitrary straight line course with constant velocity, or fly a 
vertical or horizontal parabolic trajectory with constant velocity and 
acceleration»
Circle or Ellipse Orbit Preparer (Section E)» The 100 targets behave 
independently» Each one may be dead, stationary, or fly on an ellipse or 
circle, of chosen major and minor axes, with constant angular velocity®
Polygonal Orbit Preparer (Section F)» The 100 targets behave inde­
pendently® Each one may be dead, stationary, or fly a polygonal path of 
up to h line segments between any 5 of 15 arbitrarily placed turning points»
Bo The Fishhook Oibit Preparer
The variety of experiments that can be done with the aforementioned 
Routines by variously choosing the Drum Preset Parameters and Internal 
Report Generator Preset Parameters as well as the many possible sets of 
sorting and tracking parameters (6, and^?  ^demanded several simple, 
short traffic patterns for use in quick preliminary investigations of 
these various choices» To investigate the ability of the system to follow 
simple turns as a function of these choices, the Fishhook Orbit Preparator 
was programmed® Actually only target 1 flies in this program» On initial 
entry to this Orbit Preparer, the coordinates of target 1 (X(t), X(t)) are 
computed, stored for later use, and sent to the Tester Routine (Section III, 
D); on subsequent entries the coordinates of the i^ *1 plane are computed 
simply from those of the 1st by adding simple fixed increments AXj_
to X and Xs
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Xj.(t) =  X(t)4-A Xi i = 1, 2, . . . . 100
TiCt) =  A Ti C ^  li =  0)
so that all targets fly a geometrically similar course* The 100 data 
words consist of these increments in the form of figure lUa* These could 
be set by the experimenter, if so desired, but to date they have been 
chosen so as to distribute the 100 targets in a 10 x 10 array with 2J> 
mile separations* If target 1 was then confined to the 2£ x 25 mile area 
in the SW comer of the 2£0 x 2£0 mile area (the original 2£6 x 2£6 mile 
area with a 3 mile border), a geometrically simple and easily analyzed 
flight plan resulted. (Figure lUb)* The separations in this flight plan 
are sufficient to guarantee that no misassociations between targets can 
occur,so that the effect of noise (usually confined to the West half of 
the entire area) and the effect of the turn on the tracking can be studied 
without other interference.
The trajectory of target 1 can be specified as follows:
Stage I: Starting at time t«0at position Y^0) it flies with
velocity vi (components v^, v-^) in a straight line until time, t^ 
arriving at position X^), Y ^ *
Stage H :  From time t]_ until time t2 it flies on a circle of radius 
R with constant angular velocity (j), about a center R mile due east of 
position xCD, t (i ), i*e* during this interval its equation of motion is:
x(t) = xO-) +  R £l-cos (0 
Y(t) = Y ^  - R sin
Since Illiac computes the sine and cosine of twice an angle (given in 
radians) and since this angle must lie in the Illiac number range (-1 to l) 
the maximum turning angle 0  is given by: 0/2 = M(t2 - ti)/2 «  1 radian.
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Stage Hit At time tg, having reached the position x ( 2 ) ,  y (2) the
i
target flies on a straight line starting at this point with constant velocity 
V2 (components V2X, V2V).
The aspect of such a trajectory is shown in figure 15. The various 
parameters which must be specified by the experimenter and the Illiac 
locations into which they must be loaded are shown in figure 16. Note 
that the parameters as defined above do not imply a smooth trajectory.
Breaks could occur at X^1 ,^ Y^1), and at X^2), y (2). In addition, dis­
continuities in speed can occur at each of these points. Although possible 
in the program, such non-realistic choices have not been made. •i
These parameters have to date been chosen so that the maneuver is executed 
smoothly with everywhere constant speed in the order of 250 real seconds
/  j f
(3 hours of Illiac time). In this time a statistical sample of 100 
targets flying in noisy and unnoisy regions and in various types of radar 
cover can be obtained.
The Fishhook Orbit Preparer Routine with its associated target 1 
parameter storage and sine-cosine computing routine, occupies 75 words 
(150 orders), i.e. locations 273-337. Thus if this Orbit Preparator is 
used, h2 words (locations 231-272) remain for the £ ,  and P  routines and 
other routines.
C. Scissors Orbit Preparer
The Scissors Orbit Preparer was constructed in order to facilitate 
investigation of the effect of simple straight line crossings of tracks.
In this flight pattern only targets 1 and 2 actually fly. On initial 
entry to the Scissors Orbit Preparer the positions of these two targets 
(Xltt), Yi(t) and X2(t), Y2(t)) are computed and stored. On subsequent
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entries the coordinates of the ith plane are again computed simply by adding 
fixed increments ¿ X ^  AY± to the coordinates of target 1 or 2:
X<(t) =  Xi(t) + A  X* 1 if i is odd
Xs(t) =  Xp(t) AX.t~l if i is even
T j i t i s a l a t t )  +  A l i j  A * 2 ~
If successive pairs of increments (i.e. 1 and 2, 3 and 5 and 6, * • •,
99 and 100) are chosen to he equal (as they have been to date) then the 50 
pairs of targets will fly geometrically similar trajectories. The incre­
ments are again of the form of figure ll*a and are stored in the 100 words 
provided for target parameters# In the experiments carried out to date the 
two flying targets (1 and 2) have been again confined to the SW 25 x 25 mil« 
cell of the 250 x 250 mile total area as discussed in Section IV, B# The 
increments have been chosen so that the pairs are separated by 25 miles 
in the EW direction and by 50 miles in the NS direction. (Figure 17a)
The trajectories of targets 1 and 2 can be specified as follows:
Target It Starts at X-^0 ,^ at ’t=0 311(1 flies with a constant
velocity v-|_ (components Tl*» Tjy).
Target 2 s Starts at at 11=0 and fli*s with a constant
velocity V2 (components '72x} v2y^#
The aspect of such trajectories is shown in figure 17b and the four parameters 
necessary to specify them which must be chosen by the experimenter and 
loaded into the locations indicated are shown in figure 18.
These parameters have been chosen to date so that the crossing is 
completed in the order of 125 seconds and the experiment in the order of 
250 seconds of real time. In this 3 hours of Illiac running time a statis­
tical sample of 50 pairs of crossing tracks in noisy and unnoisy regions and
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in various types of radar cover can be obtained.
The Scissors Orbit Preparer Routine with its associated target 
1 and 2 storage occupies 26 words (52 orders) in the Illiac memory,
i.e. locations 273-299* Thus if this Orbit Preparer is used, 81 words 
(locations 231-273 and 300-337) remain for the S , and ^  routines 
and other routines.
D. Straight Line and Parabola Orbit Preparer 
This Orbit Preparer allows each target to move independently in 
one of the following fashions:
a) Dead Target: Such a target never appears.
b) Stationary Target: Remains at X0, Y0 from beginning of experiment
(t*0) until the end of the experiment.
c) Straight Line: Starts at X0, Y0 at t»tg (the starting time) and
flies'with constant velocity v (components vx and Vy) until the 
end of the experiment.
d) Vertical Parabola: Starts at X0, Y0 as the vertex of a parabola
at t*ts and flies with a constant velocity vx in the x direction
and a uniform acceleration ay in the y direction (with Vy=o initially).
e) Horizontal Parabola: Starts at Xq , Yo as the vertex of a parabola
at t-ts and flies with a constant velocity Vy in the y direction
and a uniform acceleration in the x direction (with v ^ o  initially). 
The experimenter is able to choose these trajectory parameters 
in setting up the 100 trajectory data words. The forms of these 
words are shown in figure 19* Note that due to restriction to 1*0 bits, 
all quantities can be expressed to only a limited precision.
The logical action of this routine is as follows:
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1* The data word of the target being processed is recovered from the 
memory and its A signal digit is tested. If A=l, a stationary target is 
indicated; the X(sX0) and Y(s>Y0) are unpacked from the data word and 
stored in locations 2 and 3 respectively. The identification number and
strength are assigned to the target and the routine is left, control
\
being transferred to the Tester Routine.
2. If A*0, the Master Clock (t) is next tested against the starting 
time in the data word. If t<Lta, the target has not yet started, proceed 
to the next target. If t^^-tg, the target has started; proceed to step 3* 
(Note that a dead target is achieved by simply setting the starting time 
digits to their highest possible value (20h7 seconds). It is presumed that 
no experiment would last this long and allow the dead targets to suddenly 
become alive.)
3» The Routine then forms
_  If C
M S. (Quantity in digits ll*-20) *f(t-ts) (Quantity in digits 28-33)'! digit
N s  (Quantity in digits 21-27) +  (t-ta) (Quantity in digits 3k-39)J is 1
or
M S  (Quantity in digits 1^-20) +  (t-ts) (Quantity in digits 28-33)1 If C
N S  (Quantity in digits 21-27) +  (t-ts)%(Quantity in digits 31-39) J digit
is 0
i;. The Routine then stores 
M in location 2 (as X)
N in location 3 (as Y) f If B digit is 1 
of ^
N in location 2 (as H) \  _
M in location 3 (as Y) j  If B digit is 0
£. Hence by properly choosing the digits of the data word and the
B and C digits as shown in figure 18, the straight line, vertical parabola
and horizontal parabola are obtained in accordance with steps 3 and 1* ast
Straight Line: X (in location 2) = M = Xq -♦*(t-ts) vx
C=l, B»1 Y (in location 3) = N = Y0 -f (t-ts) vy
C O N F I D E N  T I A L
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Vertical Parabolaj 
C=0, B=1
X (in location 2) * M * Xq -+• (t-ts) vx 
Y (in location 3) ® N * Y0 +  (t-ts)^ ay/2
Horizontal Parabola: X (in location 2) * N * X0 +  (t-tg)^ ax/2
C=0, B-0 X (in location 3) * M s Y0 (t-ts) Vy
The coordinates^ when computedjare always tested to determine whether 
or not the current position of the target lies within the 2£6 x 25>6 mile 
area under observation. If so, proceed; if not so, neglect this target 
and proceed to the next.
6. The Routine then assigns the identification number and strength 
to the target and transfers control to the Tester Routine.
The Straight Line and Parabola Orbit Preparer occupies h7 words (9l* 
orders) in the Illiac memory (locations 291-337); thus 60 words (locations 
231-290) remain for the € , ©( and p  routines and other routines.
E. The Circle or Ellipse Orbit Preparer
This Orbit Preparer allows all targets to behave independently in one 
of the following ways:
a) Dead Target: Such a target never appears.
b) Stationary Target: Remains at Xq , Y0 from the beginning of the experi­
ment (t—0) until the end of the experiment.
c) Ellipse: Beginning at t=0, the target flies with constant angular
velocity 0) counterclockwise on an ellipse with center at TL^ y Yc, 
with amplitude a in the x-direction and with amplitude b in the y- 
direction. All targets start at the most easterly point ( ©  =0) of 
their trajectory. A circle is obtained by setting a»b. Since the 
angular velocity of the target in its trajectory remains constant, an 
acceleration constant in magnitude but changing in direction is obtained 
on circular orbits; an acceleration constant neither in direction nor 
magnitude is obtained on elliptical orbits.
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The types of trajectory and the parameters describing them for the 
various targets are chosen by the experimenter via the 100 target data 
words in accordance with the recipes given in figure 20*
The routine proceeds identically in each of the three cases. It
simply recovers the appropriate target data word from the Illiac * s
memory and uses a sine-cosine routine to evaluate the expressions*
X(t) = Xc +  a cos Oit 
Y(t) = Yc 4. b sin cat
where:
t = the reading of the Master Clock 
Xc = 2-9 digits of the data word 
Yc * 10-17 digits of the data word 
a = 18-2U digits of the data word 
b = 25-31 digits of the data word 
Ui = 32-1*0 digits of the data word
The resultant X and Y are tested to determine whether or not the current 
position of the target is within the 256 x 256 mile area of observation.
If not, this target is neglected and the next processed; if so this X and 
Y along with the target identification number and its strength are stored 
in the appropriate locations. Control is then transferred to the Tester 
Routine.
If the above recipe is followed by the routine, each of the three 
types of trajectory as specified by its data word (figure 20) is properly 
evaluated. The formula is exact for targets actually flying a circle 
or ellipse. Stationary targets are handled by imagining them to be flying 
an ellipse with vanishing axes with vanishing angular velocity. Dead targets 
have their data word so chosen that the resultant X and Y will define a 
position outside the area of observation, so that they will never be reported.
The Circle or Ellipse Orbit Preparer with its associated sine-cosine
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routine occupies 6£ words (l£0 orders) in the Illiac memory (locations 
273-337)5 thus h2. words (locations 231-272) remain for the B  , and p  
routines and other routines®
Fo The Polygon Orbit Preparer
This Orbit Preparer allows all targets to behave independently in 
one of the following ways?
a) Dead Target: Such a target never appears*
b) Stationary Target: Remains at X0, Y0 from the beginning of the experi­
ment (t=0) until the end of the experiment*
c) Polygon: Starting at a time ts at the first turning point P-j_ (with
coordinates Xi, Yi) the target flies with constant velocity v over a 
polygonal path specified by the turning points P^ _, ^ 9  • • • 9 Pn wliere 
n $>£ for a given plane*
The experimenter chooses the position of up to l£ turning points and 
loads these positions in the form specified by figure 21a in the l£ Illiac 
memory locations 323-337* Each turning point is regarded as being labelled 
by an ordinal number l-l£ (i.e«» one sexadecimal digit 1-L). These turning 
points are common to all targets, but any one target can fly between any 
number (up to £) of them in any order* The data word to be chosen for 
each target by the experimenter is to conform to the recipe given in 
figure 21b*
The logical action of the program is as follows:
1. The data word for the target being processed is recovered from 
the Illiac memory and its first digit is tested* If this digit is 0, 
proceed to step 2; if this digit is 1 unpack the X0 and Y0 of the stationary 
target, assign it an identification number and strength, store this information 
in the proper location and transfer control to the Tester Routine*
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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2. The starting time t8 is compared to the reading of the Master 
Clock t. If t <  ts the target has not yet begun to fly, proceed to the 
next target; if t ^ t s the target is flying, proceed to step 3. (Note 
that a dead target is achieved by setting this starting time to its maxi­
mum possible value.20li7 seconds. This assumes that no actual experiment 
will be carried to or beyond this point.)
3. The ordinal designations of the turning points are then unpacked 
from the second half of the data word. At this stage of the procedure 
the data word will contain the information shown in figure 21c. (How
the data word is changed into this form will be discussed below in step 1*.) 
The coordinates of the two turning points specifying the leg of the polygop 
on which the target is now flying are obtained from the memory and the 
quantity Lj_ 4-(Y^i - I ** (the length of this leg) is
computed. This is compared to ^(t-t^) v which is the distance along 
this leg that the target has advanced (t^ is the time of arrival at the 
turning point (Xj[, \) (see figure 22). If Di <1*, the target is 
still on the leg between and Pj^; the target.' $ coordinates are com­
puted using:
X (t) = (X j+l - C t-tj)
Vtti+l - *i)2 +  - *i)2
I ( t )  = T1 ± &1+1 -  * j >  ( t - t j )
V (*i+l ' *i)2+ C*i+i - Tt)2
These coordinates along with the identification number of the target and 
its strength are then stored in the proper location and control is trans­
ferred to the Tester Routine. No test of these coordinates to determine 
whether the target is in the 256 x 256 mile observation area is necessary.
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If the turning points are chosen inside the area, the targets confined to 
line segments between the turning points must also be,
U. If 1^, the target has reached the end of this leg of the
polygon. At this one time the target1 s coordinates are assumed to be
x ( t )  = X i+ i
YCt) = Yi+1
These along with the strength and identification number are stored in the 
proper locations. Before transferring control to the Tester Routine, how­
ever, the Orbit Preparer Routine alters the data word to be consistent 
with the current target's situation, t^ is erased from the t digits (figure 
21c) and the current Master Clock time is entered there. The ordinal number 
Pi is erased from the turning point portion of the data word and the turning 
point labels are shifted to the left. In this process the 0*s are fed into 
the label locations just beyond the last turning point Pn. The locations 
representing P j ^  are observed every time a data word is called in. If these 
become 0 the target has reached its last turning point; it has finished its 
flight. Any target in this condition is neglected, and the next target 
processed.
This continual up-to-dating of the data words demands that if an experi­
ment using the Polygon Orbit Preparer is interrupted, these 100 words must 
be among those read from the machine and must be restored to the memory before 
resuming the experiment.
Note that the initial form of the data word (figure 21b) is a special case 
which conforms to the recipe for the form of a data word at any intermediate 
time (figure 21c). In this case ts is the starting time at the first turning 
point Pq_.
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The Polygon Orbit Preparer with its associated square root routine 
and its storage of turning point positions occupies 67 words (13U orders) 
in the Illiac Memory (locations 271-337)$ thus 1*0 words (locations 231-270) 
remain for the <£ , andp  routines and other routines,
Vo THE EXTERNAL REPORT GENERATOR 
A, General Considerations
The sets of Routines described above permit the rapid, convenient 
carrying out of experiments on the simulated system. The use of internally 
generated and processed report data enables the experimenter to retain com­
plete control over the exercise| no great amount of gear or personnel is 
tied down while the experiments are in progress. Such a system is excellently 
adapted to making a programatic survey of the wide range of possible 
operating modes of the Drum Sorting and Tracking Computer obtainable through 
various choices of the many aforediscussed parameters. However, once the 
promising ranges of values of parameters have been delimited, the more 
ambitious project of carrying out experiments wherein the simulated Drum 
Program operates upon real radar data should be attempted. Since the Drum 
Routines operate in slowed-down time, some system involving intermediate 
storage of the real radar data with subsequent input to Illiac at a slowed 
down rate must be devised. The scheme of such a system involving inter­
mediate storage on magnetic tape has been designed.
The system would contain two spatially separated radars (called radar 
A and radar B) connected by a low quality communications link (e,g, a tele- 
"phbne) over which verbal start and stop commands could be given. At each 
radar the reports would be encoded as 16 binary digit words giving the
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These reports would flow through an existing buffer store directly onto 
magnetic tape* So that the computer can subsequently keep its Master 
Clock reading correctly, an accurate timing device places second markers 
on the tape» A second mark is of the form of a 16 digit report with all 
R digits zero and arbitrary 3  digits. Such a marker is unique since no 
real target can have R « 0 as it would be in the ground clutter which is 
discriminated against. One second*s worth of reports will be called a 
"minor block". A minor block must contain no more than 10 reports since 
the simulated Drum Sorter can handle but 20 reports per simulated second 
and there are two radars. The report rate can be easily kept below this 
by a suitable adjustment of bias, but in order to guarantee that under no 
circumstances will the program be asked to process more than 20 reports 
per second, a special check of the taped reports is made on subsequent 
reading® This taped data can now be read by Illiac via a CSL input rack 
which can be switched onto the Illiac input. Two problems in connection 
with Illiac*s processing of this data arises first, the data on the two 
tapes from the two radars must be processed in parallel which implies an 
interleaving of the two tapes; second, it would be inconvenient to read 
the reports from the tape at the extremely slowed down rate at which Illiac 
operates® Hence, as much of Illiac* s memory as can be spared from other 
duties should be used to accept a block of several seconds’ worth of data 
from each tape at normal tape reading speed, and the interleaving of radar 
A*s reports with radar B*s should be done internally by the machine. The
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Illiac memory can accomodate about 10 sec« worth of reports from each 
radar§ 200 reports in all, 100 from each radar« Since approximately 5 
minutes of Illiac time is necessary to process this number of reports, an 
operator can easily feed blocks of 10 seconds from each of two tape recorders 
at this rate« Since the tape recorders must be started and stopped some 
provision must be made to provide a convenient stopping point eveiy ten 
seconds of tape playing time« This is to be done while the tape is being 
recorded« Instead of the data being continuously fed from the encoder 
onto the magnetic tape, it is to be routed through a Buffer Store which 
has sufficient capacity to hold 3 or more seconds worth of data« A recording 
operator will then operate a switch in the link connecting Buffer Store 
to tape recorder in such a manner that reports are recorded for 7 seconds 
of tape playing time, silence is recorded for 3 seconds, reports for 7, etc. 
Thus every 10 second block of data (called a «major block") is compressed 
into 7 seconds of tape playing time, separated by 3 seconds of dead tape 
which gives the playback operator feeding Illiac a convenient place on 
which to stop his machine« All attempts have been made to reduce the 
criticality of the above outlined process. As will be seen, a minor block 
neednH contain less than 10 reports, a major block need not contain 
exactly 10 seconds (10 minor blocks) (it should not however contain more), 
the second markers between the minor blocks need not occur at the beginning 
or end of a major block. Two features of the recorded data should be 
carefully executed in the preparation of the two tapes $ the recording at 
the two radars should begin at the same time (as can easily be achieved by 
a verbal count over a telephone); the second markers on each tape should 
be accurate (as can easily be achieved with a synchronous motor timer)«
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The gear to implement the above system has not yet been put into 
operation, so that no experiments using the simulated Drum Computer on real 
radar data have as yet been carried out. However a set of routines, the 
External Report Generator, has been prepared which is compatible with the 
above scheme. This program consists of two parts, the Writer Routine, whose 
purpose is to read the two magnetic tapes containing the reports into niiac, 
perform the r,©  to x, y conversion and parallax correction, and store the 
reports in the proper form in the memory; and the Reader Routine, which 
feeds these reports at the proper rate and properly interleaved to the 
simulated Drum Sorter for processing. This latter routine, the Reader, 
will be described in Section B while the Writer will be described in Section C
B* The Reader Routine
The major block's reports which have been read by the Writer Routine 
from the magnetic tape are held for subsequent processing by the Drum Routines 
in a manner illustrated in Figure 23. A set of 10T memory locations are 
provided for each radar, where T is the number of seconds (number of minor 
blocks) in a major block. These two sets of locations will be referred to 
as the A Store and the B Store. The A Store begins at address Ao in the 
niiac memory where A0 is determined by the experimenter via the External 
Report Generator Preset Parameter S3, and extends to the address Af deter- 
mined by the Preset Parameter ■ * . The B Store follows the A Store imediately, 
beginning at the address B0(sAf-KL) and extends to the address Bf which 
is determined by the Preset Parameter 87. In addition the experimenter 
raust specify T by inserting 10T via the Preset Parameter Si*. Each of the 
blocks of 10 memory addresses in Figure 23 will contain the reports obtained 
in 1 second from the respective radars. If there were more than 10 reports
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from a given radar during any one second, the first 10 reports during that 
second will be in the respective minor block of 10 in the stores; if there 
were fewer than 10 during a second the rest of the 10 locations in that 
minor block will be filled with zeroes. The method of reading from the 
magnetic tape and writing into these stores which achieves such a form will 
be discussed in Section C* Xf the two recorded tapes from Radar A and 
Radar B were begun at the same time and if the second marks on the tape 
are accurate (i.e. remain in step throughout the duration of the exercise 
to within say a second) then parallel blocks of 10 locations should repre­
sent the data from A and the data from B during the same second* As will 
be seen in Section C, the recording operator needn't be extremely accurate 
in the placing of the dead spaces on the magnetic tape (although it is 
necessary that no major block on the tape should contain over T minor 
blocks) nor need the major blocks from the two radars be in phase* Hence 
in the discussion of the Reader Routine it is assumed that the A minor 
block starting at Aq 4* 10k and the B minor block starting at BQ 4" 10k 
(%.A0 4 “ 10T4- 10k) contain a contemporaneous second's worth of reports 
from the two radars.
Illiac's memory has sufficient space to allow T to be chosen as large 
as 11 which in turn allows a major block on the magnetic tape to contain 
as many as 10 minor blocks* (Although a major block may contain only 10 
minor blocks it could contain 11 pieces of minor blocks since it cannot be 
guaranteed that minor block (second) markers will occur at the exact 
beginning and end of a major block.) Although T is at the disposition of 
the experimenter it will be assumed in subsequent discussion to be 11*
The form of a report in the A or B Stores is shown in Figure 2k•
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Although X and Y are carried in the registers to a precision of 10 fractional 
binary digits, these digits^due to radar errors^will be assumed to be random. 
These reports are sent to the Drum Routines which handle them in a manner 
already described (Part II, Section B). The effect of the extra fractional 
digits is to provide a completely random report identification number and 
strength to the Drum Routines. Neither of these numbers is used in the 
sorting and tracking operations of the computer, so that their presence is 
quite immaterial. The identification numbers appearing on the printed data 
tapes (Part H ,  Section E) can be suppressed and the initiation threshold 
strength (Drum Preset Parameter S8, Part II, Section E) can be set to 0 so 
that any real report from the A or B Stores is a candidate for track initi­
ation.
The processing of the reports in the A and B Stores is carried out at 
the rate of 20 Store locations per simulated second, first a minor block 
of 10 from the A Store, then a minor block of 10 from the B Store, etc. 
Since the least time count of the system is one second, the interleaving 
from the two stores need be no finer grained than this. Hence throughout 
the entire exercise the A reading location and the B reading location will 
advance in steps of 10 staying always parallel to each other. A location 
that has been read is marked. This method of reading implies that tests 
be continually made to determine when a major block is near completion so 
that the Writer Routine can be called upon to ingest another major block 
from the tape. (These tests and the subsequent writing action must be 
independent for the two Stores since the two recordings need not have major 
blocks which are in phase.) In addition both the Reading and Writing actions 
must treat the Stores circuitally so that memory locations Aq and B0 follow 
locations Af and Bf respectively.
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The Reader Routine which carries out the above outlined scheme con­
sists of U7 words (9h orders)0 Its logical action is shown in Figure 2£ 
and is described as follows:
1* Everytime entry is made to the External Report Generator Reader 
Routine (20 times per simulated second), the Subclock is tested* If the 
Subclock contains 0, indicating the end of one second and the beginning 
of the next, certain tests are carried out to see if the A or B stores 
need another major block of data from the magnetic tapes* (See 3 below)
2* If the Subclock does not indicate that these tests need to be made, 
the last reading address is advanced and a report read from either the A 
or B Store* The action is such that on the first 10 entries to the routine 
during any one second an A report will be read, and on the second 10 entries 
a B report will be read* Thus the reading is kept accurately in phase 
during the course of the entire exercise* After a report has been read 
and stored as X in location lU, Y in location 15> (note that X s  ^ , YIEY^ 
for real radar data since the actual position of the target, X and Y, are 
unknown) the position in the store from which it came is marked as empty 
(K = 1, see Figure 21*)* The report is then tested for 0$the occurrence 
of which indicates that no report at all is available for this Drum revo­
lution. In this case the subsequent action is determined by the Bypass 
Selector Switch which is set by the experimenter via the Preset Parameter 
S6. Three alternatives are possible:
a) Return to the Drum Associator Routine and attempt to associate just as 
would happen if the report is a valid non-zero report* (This mode of 
operation would certainly result in a very firm stationary track at the 
origin of the coordinate system x - y - 0*)
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b) Bypass the Drum Associator Routine altogether.
c) Create an artificial internally generated noise report (as in the Internal 
Report Generator) using the random number routine. If this latter con­
tingency be chosen, an extra 6 word, 12 order preparatory routine must
be placed in the machine.
3. At the end of every simulated second tests are made to determine 
first whether the reading locations have reached the ends of the A and B 
Stores (figure 23) and need resetting to the beginnings, and second whether 
one or the other or both of the Stores are sufficiently empty to warrant 
writing another major block of data into them from the magnetic tape.
Note that these tests are made every 20 revolutions of the Drum (and every 
20 readings from the A or B Stores) starting from the beginning of the 
experiment. Hence it can be guaranteed that when the tests are made both 
reading positions be parallel in the Stores and at the very end positions 
of two contemporaneous (in the two Stores) minor blocks. No other locations 
are possible.
U. The first test made is to determine whether or not the reading 
positions are at the end of the last minor blocks in the stores; if they 
are they are reset to the very beginning of the stores so that on next entry 
the next locations read will be the minor blocks beginning at AG* and B0. This 
test and possible resetting guarantees that the two stores will be read 
serially and circuitly.
£• It must next be determined whether or not either one of the readers 
(A or B) would run out of data during the next simulated second. This is 
determined by testing the first location of the minor block just beyond 
the minor block that is about to be processed during the next second. It
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does not suffice to perform tests on the next minor block beyond the current 
reading location; this minor block may not yet be complete since some of 
its reports may be on the beginning of the magnetic tape representing the 
major block to be read in. (Recall that the 3 seconds of silence dividing 
major blocks may split minor blocks.) However, a unique indication that 
new data is needed is provided by a test of the first location of the minor 
block next beyond the one about to be entered. The addresses at which 
these tests are to be made must be determined as a function of the current 
reading address. If this current reading address is at the end of any minor 
block except the last or the next to the last in the Store, the address to 
test is the 11^  location beyond the address just read. If the current 
reading address is the last one in the store, the address to test is the 
first one of the second block. If the current reading address is the last 
one of the next to the last minor block, the address to test is the first 
one in the store. These tests must be performed on both the stores inde­
pendently since only one may be in need of data. The proper test addresses 
are computed and planted in two testing routines.
6. The A-test is carried out first. If A-data is not needed, proceed 
to the B-test, (7 below). If A-data is needed the single Writing Routine 
is prepared to write data from the tape into the A-Store. A signal is then 
sent to the playback operator signifying "Send A-data". A speaker has been 
connected to the left-most flip-flop circuit of Illia^s accumulator register 
which enables audible tones of varying frequency to be sounded by means of a 
routine which can alternate the condition of this flip-flop at a variable rate. 
The "Send A-data" signal consists of a 600 cycle/second tone of lj seconds 
duration followed by a 200 cycle/second tone which lasts until the playback
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operator has commenced playing the tape-recorded A-data into the input 
rack for processing by the Writer Routine. XLliac punches a characteristic 
»Send A1* signal at the same time for visual corroboration of the audible 
signal. After the Writer Routine has processed and stored a major block 
of A-data^control is returned to the B-test. (It is part of the preparation 
of the Writer mentioned above to guarantee that any processing of A-data 
is followed by the B-test.)
7. The B-test is next carried out. If no B-data is needed, proceed 
at once to reading the first report from the next A-minor block; no data 
of either kind is needed this second. If B-data is needed the single 
Writing Routine is prepared to ingest B-data from the magnetic tape and 
write it into the B-Store. The playback operator is then sent the signal 
»Send B-data*1 which consists simply of the 200 cycle per tone which persists 
until he commences the playback. A visual corroborating "Send B" signal 
is also punched. After having received and processed a major block of 
B-data, the Writer (having been so prepared) returns control to ‘the reading 
routines which commence the reading of the minor blocks for the next second 
with the first location in the next A-minor block.
C. The Writer Routine
The Writer Routine which consists of 75 words (15>0 orders) is shown 
in figure 26 and is described in the following.
1. Magnetic tape is played into ELliac via an input rack which can 
be interrogated or read by the IUiac. The 16 binary digit report shifts 
into a 16 digit storage register from which it is transferred to Illiac on 
demand. The minimum time between the appearances of two reports in this 
register is determined by the tape speed and the operation speed of the rack.
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This time is 30 ms. Since the Writer Routine can receive and process a 
report in 10 ms, there is no danger that reports will either overlap and 
be confused or be lost. The rack provides k separate binary digits (one 
sexadecimal digit) (to be referred to as "Signal Digits") which can be 
interrogated separately by the Writer Routine in Illiac. The Uth of these 
digits ("Data Ready Digit") is 1 if and only if the transfer of the 16 report 
digits into the storage register is complete| otherwise it is 0. This Uth 
digit is controlled automatically by the state of the 16 digit holding 
register; the other 3 digits are under the manual control of the playback 
operator. When the operator is playing data, he sets the first of these 
digits to 0; when he has reached the end of a major block and has stopped 
the recording machine on the 3 second dead space on the tape, he sets this 
first digit to 1. The Writer Routine contains a basic cycle (of duration 
5 ms including a built in 2 ms delay) which continually interrogates and 
tests these 1* signal digits. (This 200 cycle/sec interrogation loop in 
fact automatically provides the 200 cycle/sec tone which will begin as soon 
as the Writer Routine is entered from the Reader Routine and will continue 
until the playback operator starts the data. See Section B, steps 6 and 
7 above.)
2. The interrogation loop consists in first testing the first signal 
digit. If it is 0, a major block has not yet ended, proceed to step 3; 
if it is 1, a major block has been completed, proceed either to the B-test 
(if an A-major block has just been processed^ or proceed to read an A report 
and return to the Drum Sorter (if a B-major block has just been processed). 
The alternate route taken has been properly chosen by the Reader Routine 
depending on which type of data (A or B) has been demanded of the Writer.
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Just before exit via either of these routes the Writer Routine executes 
one of two short end routines which stores in the appropriate set of storage 
locations (one set for A, one set for B) the information about itself which 
the Reader Routine must use the next time it becomes necessary to set the 
Writer Routine up to ingest the desired kind of data* Such information 
as the reading of the minor block counter, the last storage address in the 
Store being loaded, and the settings of the two switches S]_ and S2 are 
recorded at the end of every major block. The Reader Routine then restores 
whichever set of these quantities (depending on whether A or B data is desired) 
to their appropriate locations in the Writer Program. This action assures 
that even though two successive ingestions of major blocks from a given 
magnetic data tape may be separated by several minutes of computation and 
perhaps even a reading from the other tape, the Writer Routine when called 
upon to read data from a given tape will be in exactly the same condition 
it was in when it last stopped reading that tape* The above action with 
respect to major blocks guarantees that the action with respect to a given 
minor block will be the same whether that minor block lies completely within 
a major block or partly in one and partly in the following major block*
The action of the Writer with respect to the division of the data tape into 
major blocks has been adequately discussed; subsequent discussion can be 
confined to the action of the Writer with respect to the division of the 
tape into minor blocks. (It should be noted that the burden of keeping 
the number of seconds (minor blocks) in a major block vithLn the limits 
prescribed by the sizes of the A and B Stores rests upon the recording 
operator who operates the switch that provides the 3 second dead tape 
time •)
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3, If a major block has not been completed (first signal digit zero), 
the interrogation loop next tests the fourth signal digit. If it is 0, 
no report is as yet ready in the 16 digit holding register, a time delay 
is executed and the interrogation proceedure repeated. If the data ready 
digit is 1, the Writer Routine proceeds to process the report contained 
in the holding register.
U. A counter which (as shall be seen) is reset to zero at the beginning 
of each minor block is provided to count each incoming report. If the data 
ready digit indicates that a report has been received, this counter is 
advanced by one unit and tested. If it reads less than or equal to 10, 
the complete minor block of 10 locations in the Store have not yet been 
filled; the loading address in the store is advanced preparatory to loading 
something into this address.
5. The position of switch Si when actual reports are being read from 
the magnetic tape is "Read, Convert, and Store11. In this case the 16 digit 
report in the holding register is ingested and tested for being identically 
zero. If it is zero the reports belonging to the minor block being worked 
upon are at an end and special action (step 6 below) is taken. If the 
report is not zero it is converted first to rectangular coordinates with 
the radar in question as origin using an approximate sine-cosine approxi­
mation formula which is accurate to at least 1%. The conversion to universal 
rectangular coordinates is made by adding the parallax correction (the 
coordinates of the radar providing the data.) Which parallax correction 
to make (i.e. Radar A or B) has been set up by the Reader Routine. The 
experimenter must provide the coordinates of the two radars with respect 
to the universal coordinate system, i.e. and XB, Yg via the Preset
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Parameters S8 and S9. These coordinates are provided in a form whose 
digital significance is identical to figure 2h with X and Y replaced by 
XA and Ya or Xg and Yg. After conversion and correction, the report is 
stored in the proper form (figure 2k) at the address (mentioned in k above) 
in the minor block. Control is then returned to the interrogation cycle 
(step 2 above).
6. The action of steps 2-£ of storing reports will continue until 
either 10 reports (which fill a minor block) are received or a zero report 
(signaling the completion of the reports belonging to a minor block) is
nreceived. In the event that this "end of minor block signal is received 
before 10 loadings into a minor block has occurred, then sufficient zeroes 
will be loaded into the block to fill it to its capacity of 10. This 
action is accomplished through the action of the switches as follows. If 
a report is tested and found to be zero, switch Si will be set to the 
"Store 0" position and switch S2 to the "Reset" position. A zero is then 
written into the location in the Store. The counter is then re-entered 
and the cycle of loading zeroes repeated until the counter reaches 10, 
thus filling the minor block. The minimum time interval that can occur 
between receiving the last report of a minor block and the first report 
of the next major block is 30 ms due to the tape speed. Since it requires 
only .6 ms to load a zero into a minor block, there is sufficient time 
available to provide the zeroes to fill out a given minor block before 
receiving the first report of the next minor block.
7. On the next entry to the counter a reading of 11 will be obtained 
and switch S2 will be encountered set in the "Reset" position. The counter 
is now cleared so as to be in a state to begin counting the next minor
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block and the switches are reset to their initial values; S]_ to "Read, 
Convert and Store", S2 to "Read and Reject Report".
8* A test is then made to determine if the loading address has 
reached the end of the Store being loaded; if so, the loading address is 
reset so that the next minor block will begin being loaded at the beginning 
of the store. Since loading is carried out in minor blocks of 10, this 
test need be performed only at the end of each minor block. After the 
test and resetting (if necessary) control is returned to the interrogation 
loop (step 2 above).
9. In the event that there are more than 10 reports in a given minor 
block, the first 10 will be counted and loaded as in steps I4. and 5 above.
On the 11 report the switch S2 will be encountered in the "Read and 
Reject Report" position. The report will be read from the input rack and 
tested for zero. If not 0, the report is destroyed and control returned 
to the interrogation loop.
10. All reports in excess of 10 in a minor block are counted, read, 
and destroyed via the loop in step 9* When the zero report indicating the 
end of this minor block is encountered, the reset cycle of step 7, and the 
Store end test cycle of step 8 are executed and control is returned to the 
interrogation loop for the first report of the next minor block.
D. Miscellaneous Remarks on the External Report Generator Routines
1. The operation time of the Reader Routine which is called into 
play for each Drum revolution is 1.2 ms. This is negligible since a time 
of the order of 1 second is required for this Drum revolution (l/20 second 
of simulated time)* The operation of the Writer Routine is determined by 
the tape speed plus the reaction time of the playback operator. Estimating
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this latter time as £ seconds, it is expected that the reading of a major 
block into Uliac would occupy about l£ seconds. At its slowed down rate 
the Drum Routines will require of the order of £ minutes to process this 
data,
2. The operation of an experiment can be interrupted at any time and 
the information necessary to resume exactly in phase read out of the machine 
as explained in Part II, F, U above, When the External Report Generator 
is in use, not only is the information pertaining to the Drum (Part II, F, U) 
punched out but also the necessary information about the External Report 
Generator, This includes the complete contents of the A and B Stores, 
the last A and B loading addresses, the last values of the A and B load 
counters, the last settings of the Writer Routine switches and S2, and 
the last A and B reading addresses.
3. For reference the significance of the External Report Generator 
Routines Preset Parameters is here gathered together.
Preset Parameter Significance
S3 kQ; the initial Uliac Memory address of the A-Store.
Sh 10T$ where T is the maximum number of minor blocks 
(seconds) acceptable in a major block.
S£ Af$ the final Uliac Memory address of the A-Store 
(AfaB0-l)$ B0 is the initial address of the B-Store.
S6 Selector Switch. Determines behavior upon encountering 
no report (i.e. a zero report) in one of the Stores. 
Possibilities are:
a) Return to Drum and try to associate.
b) Return to Drum and bypass any attempt to associate.
c) Create a noise report, return to the Drum, and 
try to associate.
S7 Bf$ the final Uliac Memory address of the B-Store.
S8 Xj^ , lA9 the universal coordinates of Radar A.
S9 Xb , Yb ; the universal coordinates of Radar B.
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k. The 393 words (locations 231-623) (see Part II, F, 6 above) 
reserved for all routines except the Drum Routines are used as follows by 
the External Report Generator Routines:
Locations Words Routine
231-250 20 Free for use by the 6 , 0< and fSProutines and other 
routines•
251-297 U7 Reader Routine.
298-372 75 Writer Routine.
373-375 3 Routine to generate the 600 cycle tone.
376-381 6 Optional Routine to create a noise report in case 
the Selector Switch (Preset Parameter S6) is set 
in its third position.
382-1*03 22 Free for use by the £ and B  routines and 
other routines. '
UoU-513 110 A Store On the assumption that 10T (Preset 
Parameter SU) is set to 110 (T=ll).51U-623 n o B Store
VI. DATA HIOCESSING PROCEDURES
A. General Considerations
The data about every association is punched on teletype tape which when 
printed has the form which has already been discussed and displayed in 
Section II, E above. An experiment which embraces 2£0 seconds will pro­
duce on the order of 1000 associations which represents about 300 feet of 
punched tape or about 15 feet of printed copy. Each punched output tape 
is printed. This printed copy (Section II, E) contains all the information 
that it is possible to have about each target and track at association and 
in addition to the known machine rules of bringing up to date and correcting 
tracks enables the experimenter to compute the behavior of each track and
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target at all intermediate times between associations. Information about 
the behavior of the system on a given experiment can be extracted from this 
printed output data to any desired degree of detail by a human data analyst 
skilled in the sexadecimal number system.
However, the printed output does not immediately and conveniently yield 
the statistical information about the overall behavior of the system which 
is of more general interest. The obtaining of such information directly 
from the printed output would require the services of many human data 
analyzers who would have to search through the detailed information pre­
sented about the many targets in order to extract the information desired.
In fact the very mass of such detail could easily tend to obscure the more 
general information sought.
On the other hand, the Illiac itself is admirably suited to the task 
of searching through, sorting, and collating the detailed data, extracting 
the statistical information desired. In fact, if the Illiac memory were 
larger it could accommodate data processing routines that could operate 
on each piece of data from the simulated Drum Sorter and carry out the 
analysis internally printing at the end of the experiment only the general 
information desired. This is not possible however, and probably not even 
desirable. The existence of a completely detailed permanent record frequently 
serves to illuminate and resolve questionable points noted in more general 
data analyses.
In order to aid in the analysis of an expérimentaiive routines were 
prepared which when placed in Illiac can re-read and ingest the output of 
the experiment and answer various questions about it. These routines ares
The Display Routines (Section B) which enable a very general view of
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the complete experiment via a cathode ray tube display.
The Individual Target Data Processer (Section C) which extracts for 
easy reference all the detailed information about a single one of the targets.
. . .  i ■ > * i i "• > : ‘ • - ...........•; •*; ;• }
The Drum Address Data Processer (Section D) which presents selected 
information about the condition of each of the 200 Drum Addresses during 
the course of the experiment.
The Target Track Data Processer (Section E) which presents for each 
target a resume of how that target was treated by the Drum Sorter.
The Noise Track Data Processer (Section F) which presents information 
about all the noise tracks which had one or more associations during the 
experiment.
B. The Display Eoutines
The Display Routines permit a very rough preliminary view of the 
behavior of an experiment to be obtained and photographed. This preliminary 
view often serves to call attention to features of the behavior that 
should be investigated in detail on the full printed sheets or by means 
of one of the other data processers. Display Routines for several types 
of data exist?
1. Raw | ^ D isplay. In Section III, F the use of the Internal 
Report Generator alone to produce on tape a complete set of simulated raw 
radar reports representing a flight plan without feeding these reports to 
the simulated Drum Sorter was discussed. These raw reports can be read 
from this tape by a short (20 word) routine which outputs them to a rack 
which displays either on a conventional flickering display cathode ray tube 
or on a Memotron (a regenerative memory type display tube which effectively 
has infinite persistence). These tubes have a raster of 2f>6 x 2£6 spot
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positions so that data is presented to the nearest mile» The tubes are 
photographed to obtain an integrated permanent record of the data. As an 
example, figure 27 is a photograph of one of the possible sets of raw input 
radar data produced by the Internal Report Generator using the Fishhook 
Orbit Preparer. The random noise reports are here confined to the west half 
of the area under observation.
2. Association Data Display. This short 22 word program ingests the 
above discussed tape containing detailed information about each association 
and discards all information except x, y, and f, the coordinates and firmness 
of the track carried by the drum. It then rounds these coordinates to the 
nearest mile, and outputs them to the cathode ray display tubes. The routine 
can be set to display only those spots on the track for which the firmness
is not less than the pre-set value. A comparison of this association dis­
play with the raw £ radar input data can draw attention to the gross 
features of the behavior of the system. As examples, figures 28 and 29 are 
photographs of the associations which occurred in one (Experiment 1-7) of 
the several experiments which used the raw radar data of figure 27.
Figure 28 displays all tracks with a firmness greater than or equal to ii 
while figure 29 displays all tracks with a firmness greater than or equal 
to 0, on a scale of seven possible firmnesses, 0-6 inclusive.
3. Selective Association Data Display. Both the raw data and
association data can be read from their storage tapes by the photoelectric 
tape reader at a rapid rate. Both routines have been provided with adjust­
able time delays which allow the data to be displayed on the cathode ray 
tube at a real time rate. The resulting patterns can be made to approxi­
mate a possible air situation in a surprisingly realistic fashion. Since
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Figure 280 Example of an Association Display (firmness ^  0)
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the patterns are controllable and known a priori they could be easily used 
in investigations of the data handling capacities of human scope observers 
under varying data conditions, noise conditions^and data rates. To this 
end the Selective Association Data Display Routine was prepared. The Uliac 
is not only provided with a display firmness value but with a list of target 
identification numbers and with a list of arbitrary time intervals, one 
for each target. The Routine ingests each piece of association data and 
tests whether or not the data pertains to a target in the given list and 
whether or not the time of association occurs within the given time interval 
for that target. Only those associations with firmness not less than that 
specified, pertaining only to the targets listed, and occurring within the 
specified time intervals will be displayed. In this way varying data rates 
with appearing and disappearing targets can be attained all within the easy 
control of the experimenter.
C. The Individual Target Data Processer 
Even if the experimenter does wish to extract the detailed information 
about the behavior of one or more targets, the form of the output data 
requires a time consuming searching process. The association data is 
printed in temporal order of associations; to determine the fate of the 
reports bearing a given target identification number (IDR) involves a visual 
scan of the lengthy output sheets. Such a process is not only tedious and 
time consuming but conducive to errors of omission and transcription. The 
Individual Target Data Processer is a routine of about 200 words which will 
sort out from the total mass of data, all the detailed information pertaining 
to the set of reports from a given target. For each individual target pro­
cessed, the Illiac must read the entire set of output data tapes which takes
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approximately one second of Illiac time per second of simulated time per 
target processed, e.g. to provess an experiment that lasted l£00 simulated 
seconds would require about 1/2 hour of Illiac time per individual target 
processed. Hence, this data processer is applied only to those few targets 
which on other grounds have proved sufficiently interesting to warrant the 
expenditure of the Illiac time involved in obtaining detailed information 
about them.
The action of this data processer is relatively simple. It examines 
the output tape association by association comparing the report identifi­
cation number of the association with the one of interest which has been 
previously set by the experimenter. The association data pertaining to 
this target is extracted and recopied exactly, one line per association, 
in labelled columns with a format as in the example shown on the following 
page. Here IDR is the identification number of the target from which this 
sequence of reports arose, IDT is the identification number of the track 
on the simulated drum with which it associated, x and y are the coordinates 
of this track, x-X and y-I are the distances from this track to the actual 
target from which the radar report came, u and v are the velocity components 
of the track carried on the drum, f is this track’s firmness, and T is the 
time since this track was last associated. CT is the reading of the Drum 
Master Clock at the time of the association. A comparison of IDR and IDT 
is made; if they do not agree a misassociation is defined to have 
occurred; the time since the last misassociation is entered in the column 
labelled MIS T. All the aforementioned information is printed in the 
sexadecimal number system.
At any one of the convenient breaks in this process provided by the
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IDR 11
IDT X y x-X y-Y U V . F T CT
11 210 OkN LL- LL9L 00 00 0 ON 0+k
11 218 060 LLF LL-7 00 00 1 ok 0N9
11 217 06k LLJ LL-6 LF 06 3 09 0J2
11 217 067 LLJ LLNN LF 08 03 Oj£
N
-3o§ ,0
AVE x-X -00.81
AVE y-Y - 0 1 .1 6
RMS x-X 00.8£7
RMS y-Y 01.183
11 216 06+ LL+ LL+0 LF 08 5 ON OF 2
11 21+ 071 LLN LL-7 02 ON 6 0+ OEN
11 21+ 072 LLJ LLN2 02 OF 6 01 OFJ
11 21- 077 LLJ LLN6 02 OF 6 0- 0L7
11 21N 078 LLN LLNk 02 OF 6 02 0L+
11 21N 07L LL- LLJ£ 00 10 6 0- 10k
12 22N 082 00+ LL97 LF OF 1 3- 112
11 21L 08N LLN LLJ9 02 10 k 19 11J
11 220 091 LL- LLN- 02 OF ON 129
11 222 092 LLJ LLJ9 Ok 10 6 00 12+
11 22 k 099 T.T.ff LLFO ok 10 ON 136
11 22k 098 LLF LLJF 02 OF 6 01 136
N 0016,.0
AVE x-X -00.69
AVE y-Y -00.97
RMS x-X 01.111
RMS y-Y 01.027
N MIS 001.0
AVE T 098.00
RMS DISP T 000.00
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end of any of the possibly numerous output tapes which are being read, the 
experimenter can if he chooses have printed out certain integrated infor­
mation about the system’s tracking of this target. This information is 
labelled and printed in the decimal number system, and is cumulative from 
the beginning of the experiment. Two such examples are shown above.
Here N is the number of associations to date. The other four quantities 
are measures of the tracking accuracy of the system, being the average 
and root mean square of the two components of the separation between the 
tracked position (x, y) and the actualposition (X, Y) of the target in 
question. If any misassociations have occurred, the number of such 
misassociations, the average time between them, and the root mean square 
dispersion of these times will be printed.
D* The Drum Address Data Processer
The Drum Address Data Processer is one of the three processing routines 
which were designed to examine all of the data from a given experiment and 
provide a more general unified analysis of this data on the basis of several 
alternate criteria. As already discussed above (Part II, E) each association 
event is labelled by three identifying numbers: IDE, the identification
number of the report, is the number of the target from which the report 
came; IDT, the identification number of the track, is the number of the 
target whose report first initiated this track on the drum; DA, the drum 
address, is the actual Illiac memory location which contains the track which 
was associated; it is analogous to a member of a fixed sequential set of 
numbers labelling each of the 1000 magnetic channels in which tracks would 
be stored on the actual drum.
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These three labelling numbers contain (for the purpose of aiding in 
the analysis of experiments) more information than would be available either 
at the input or the output of the actual Drum Sorting and Tracking Computer.
No quantity analogous to IDE is available in the actual system. The infor­
mation expressed by IDT is rudimentarily analogous to that which in the 
real system would be supplied by an identification officer and written onto 
the Drum as supplementary information about the track, except that in the 
simulation this IDT is immutable, being supplied on initiation of the track 
and not subject to later change or correction. The DA is actually the label 
which has the closest analogy to the only identifying number that will 
exist in the real system for all tracks (identified or not), namely some 
automatically assigned label, which may as well be the numerical designation 
of the geometrical position of the track on the Drum.
In order to properly test the behavior of the system, it is necessary 
to statistically analyze experiments with respect to this label: e.g. how
many times and after how many associations does a given drum address stop 
carrying the track of one target and start carrying that of another5 how 
many valid associations have occurred in that drum address during the 
experiment; how many invalid associations (misassociations) 5 how many noise 
hits have occurred in that drum address; etc. The Drum Address Data Processer 
provides such an analysis with respect to drum address for each of the 200 
possible locations on the Drum.
This 175 word routine ingests the output data tape an association at 
a time and keeps accumulative information about certain aspects of the 
occurrences in each drum address in 800 Uliac storage locations (i* loca­
tions per drum address). The information which is held in these h locations
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and the comparisons between the various identification numbers of each 
association and the last observed association in this drum address which 
are necessary can be inferred from the description (below) of the information 
presented by this routine. To read the data tape requires an amount of 
Uliac operating time about equal to the simulated time represented by the 
experiment. The data tapes need be run back into the Illiac only once; 
all drum addresses are processed in parallel. The information presented 
by this routine is printed after all the data tapes for the experiment have 
been read (about 15 minutes of Illiac punching time) and has the following 
format (sexadecimal)t
(1) (2) (3) (U) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
270 0+0 016 003 oo5 oo5 010 29 29 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 51i 18 29
272 ŒL7 00- 008 oo3 00* 007 NN NN 00 10 27 NN 18 NN 11 NN 59 NN
271) 006 010 006 00- OOli OOF NN % 00 00 00 00 NN 0* 3li 36 5- 5L276 006 010 006 00- OOli OOF NN % 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 NN 08 5*278 009 OOF 009 003 00- 008 25 NN 00 55 39 li* NN liF NN 59 51i NN28« Oil 012 003 000 oi5 00J NN NN 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 NN 52 NN
28N OUL 010 005 oo5 002 056 60 07 00 00 00 00 00 57 07 Uo 33 07
28F 01J 00N Q06 00l* 006 008 53 53 00 00 00 00 NN 3L 22 NN 5F 53
etc. » -
Here, the columns have the significance: i
(1). The sexadecimal dram addressy Ì. 6 o the 200 even numbers between
621) i[270 sexa. ) and 1022 (3LF sexa,
i
f
(2) . The number of times during the experiment that an association 
in this drum address had the same H E  as the previous association and the 
same IDT as the previous association in this drum address (IDE and IDT not 
necessarily the same).
(3) * The number of times during the experiment that an association 
in this drum address had a different IDE than the previous association and 
the same IDT as the previous association in this drum address.
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(U). The number of times during the experiment that an association 
in this drum address had the same IDR as the previous association and a 
different IDT than the previous association in this drum address,
(£)• The number of times during the experiment that a noise report 
(IDR « NN) associated with a valid target track (IDT^ NN) in this drum 
address,
(6) , The number of noise track associations in this drum address
"v
during the experiment (IDE * NN and IDT = NN),
(7) , The number of times during the experiment that a misassociation 
occurred in this drum address (IDR^s IDT),
(8) and (9). The IDR and IDT (respectively) of the last association 
that occurred in this drum address,
(10), A list (in order) of the IDT1 s of the last 10 tracks which were 
carried in this drum address.
These counts (or simple combinations of them) plus the lists of target 
numbers serve to give a general overall view for a given experiment of certain 
aspects of the tracking. The probability of misassociation, the number of 
noise tracks, the number of times a drum address lost a track and received 
a new one, etc. can all be investigated statistically. The data presented 
can call attention to interesting or unusual events with respect to certain 
targets or certain drum addresses which may warrant a more careful and 
detailed search of the complete data tape for the full information about 
those targets or drum addresses.
E. The Target Track Data Processer
The Target Track Data Processer is another of the three routines designed 
to give a concise overall view of one aspect of the behavior of the system
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during a given experiment. Its duty is to examine the fate of each of the 
(up to 100) sets of reports which originate from the targets flown. For 
a given target the routine provides information about how many tracks were 
initiated on the drum by that target, how long (in time) each of these 
tracks lasted, and whether any of these reports associated with the tracks 
of other targets or with noise tracks.
The routine has 120 words and carries out the processing of all 100 
targets in parallel as it reads the data tapes which requires an Illiac 
operating time about equal to the simulated time represented by the experi­
ment. About £ minutes is required at the end of the processing to punch 
the information about each of the 100 targets. 800 Illiac memory locations 
(8 locations per target) are used to accumulate the information. Each of 
the locations within any target’s group of 8 represents a track to which 
reports from that target have contributed or are contributing. The infor­
mation carried and kept up to date about each such track is the IDT of 
the track to which this target is contributing reports, the clock time 
at which this track was initiated, the clock time at which this track was 
last observed on the experimental data tape, and the last observed firmness 
of this track. The logical action of the processing proceedure is as 
followst
1. The data pertaining to an association is read from the tape and 
stored.
2. The IDR is observed. If this is NN (indicating a noise report) 
a special proceedure is involved (see step £ below) but if it belongs to 
some one of the actual targets being flown^reference is made to the bank 
of 8 storage locations belonging to this target to see if the association
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being processed contributes to any of the tracks to -which this target has 
been contributing.
3. An association is regarded as contributing to and prolonging one 
of these tracks only if the IDT from the tape agrees -with the IDT of one 
of the tracks and if the time the track was last seen compared with the 
current time of the association is consistent with the time since last 
association which is a piece of data on the tape. If this be the case for 
some track, it is brought up to date by having its current firmness and 
current observation time from the tape recorded in the appropriate one of 
the 8 locations pertaining to that target. Note that the IDT carried for 
some of these tracks does not necessarily agree with the target number of 
the group of tracks; failure to agree, however, indicates misassociations.
U* In the event that the current association does not agree with or 
prolong any track in this target group, a new track is started and its 
initiation time (first time seen) recorded. Provision is made for a case 
in which the reports from a given target contribute to more than 8 tracks 
during the course of an experiment. If it is necessary to start a new track 
and no room in that target’s allotted space exists, the oldest track is 
printed out immediately (without waiting until the end of the processing 
proceedure) and the new track written into the vacancy provided.
5* In the event that the association was produced by a noise report 
(IDR » NN) the IDT of the association is immediately examined. If it is 
NN the association pertains to a pure noise track and is of no interest in 
the present analysis (see Section F); the association is rejected and the 
next association processed.
6. If however IDT is not NN, the association could very well represent
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the isolated contribution of a noise report to the track of some valid 
target. All 800 storage locations are then examined to see if this be the 
case. If among all these tracks one is found which bears the same IDT as 
the current association and has its last observation time consistent with 
the current observation time and the interval since last association as read 
from the data tape, then this association is regarded as prolonging this track. 
The current clock time and firmness is used to bring this track up to date.
Often the experimenter will wish to carry out the above processing 
proceedure only for those targets and during those intervals for which 
no possible confusion between targets could occur on the prior given 
flight plan. If the possibility of confusion of targets was consciously 
built into the flight plan, the experimenter will expect such confusion 
to appear in the above outlined processing proceedure. However, he may 
still wish to reprocess the results of the experiment looking only at those 
targets and intervals for which no built-in and intentional confusion 
existed in order to determine whether or not the system was introducing 
additional confusion which was not intended. Provisions for such investi­
gations are made by the routine. The experimenter provides the routine 
with a list of 100 confusion intervals, i.e. for each target the beginning 
and end times of an interval, during which time that target is to be 
neglected. With respect to a given target the routine will proceed as 
described above until the confusion beginning time is reached. At that 
time all tracks carried in that target's group of storage locations is 
characteristically marked. No attention is paid to this target until the 
confusion end time has been reached, whereupon the above described normal 
action is resumed.
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Ihen the data tapes of a given experiment have all been read and 
processed, the accumulated information is printed in the sexadecimal system 
in the following formats
.(1X21
V
(3) ( M (5)
728 1 lOL 276
72- 1 361* 318
728 1*7- 3FF
028 5 5F3 10.8
028 2 5N0 5*7
028 1 5JJ 5-N
29
729 h 1*56 2+8
029 6 £F6 1*JF
2*
724* 3 1*17 2£N
72- 3 318 2 W
7NN 1 1*10 3L5
02+ 6 5F6 1*95
ONN 0 538 52-
2-
72- is 2+J 210.
7NN 1 361 35+
72- h 3L5 36F
02- 6 5F6 1*5L
2N
72N 1 35L 210.
02N 6 5F6 1*38
02N
etc.
3 5Uo 531*
which has the significances
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(1) . IDR of the target under consideration followed by the accumulated 
information stored in that target’s group of 8 locations, each line repre­
senting one of the tracks to which this target has at any time during the 
experiment contributed reports.
(2) . The second and third digits in this column are the IDT of the 
tracks to which this target has contributed reports. The first digit is 
simply a mark; 0 indicates that this track was initiated after the afore­
mentioned confusion interval had passed, 7 indicates tha t this track was 
initiated before the confusion interval had arrived; such a track did not 
necessarily terminate by dying or being lost, it may have been simply 
neglected upon the arrival of the confusion time.
(3) . The firmness of the track in question at its last association.
(!*)• The Master Clock reading at the last association experienced
by this track.
(5)* The Master Clock reading at the first time this track was 
observed on the data tape, i.e. its initiation time.
The information presented concisely by this routine aids the statistical 
study of the track lengths of objects processed by the simulated system 
and the ability of the system to track targets through various types of 
maneuvers.
F. The Noise Track Data Processer
The Noise Track Data Processer is a natural supplement to the Target 
Track Data Processer (Section E); it carries out for noise tracks an analysis 
similar to that carried out by the foregoing routine on target tracks. In 
order to properly evaluate the proposed system, it is necessary to have 
statistical information on its generation and treatment of spurious noise
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tracks as well as on its treatment of actual target tracks*
The 110 word Noise Track Routine ingests the data tapes from an experi­
ment and stores information about each noise track which appeared in each 
of the 200 drum addresses at any time during the course of the experiment* 
800 Illiac memory locations are provided in order to accumulate and store 
information about any noise track that occurred in any drum address* (U 
locations per drum address, 1 location per noise track«) The information 
stored about a noise track consists of the Master Clock reading at its 
initiation, the Master Clock reading at the last time it was observed to 
have been associated, its firmness at that time, and the number of times 
that it has been associated« To read the data tapes takes an Illiac 
operating time about equal to the simulated time represented by the experi­
ment being analysed! about 5 minutes of Illiac punching time is required 
at the end of the analysis in order to punch out the noise information 
about each of the 200 drum addresses«
The logical action of the routine is as followss 
1* The information pertaining to an association is read from the 
data tape and stored* The IDT of the association is observed, if this is 
NN an association with some noise track on the drum is being dealt with 
and the analysis proceeds; if I D T ^ N N  the association pertained to some 
valid target track and is of no interest to this routine, the routine pro­
ceeds to the next association on the data tape*
2. The IDR of the association is next observed; if IDRS^NN, a special 
proceedure must be invoked since this indicates that a report from a valid 
target has hit and associated with a noise track with the possibility that 
this noise track may be captured by the valid target8s reports (see step 5
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below)| if IDR * NN, a spurious noise track is being propagated by a noise 
report, the drum address in which this association occurred is noted.
3„ The h storage locations pertaining to the drum address in question 
are consulted and the particular noise track there to which this association 
contributed is brought up to date, i.e. the time of last association and 
the firmness at last association is replaced by the current association time 
and firmness from the data tape.
U. If after checking the current time (from the data tape) with the 
time of last association (stored in the memory) against the time interval 
since last association (from the data tape), it is found that this is a new 
initially observed noise track, a new track is written into one of the U 
locations pertaining to this drum address, i.e. the current time, firmness, 
and initiation time of the track being processed are recorded. If the U 
locations pertaining to this drum address are full, the information about 
the oldest track present is printed immediately (without waiting until the 
end of the data processing proceedure) and the new track information written 
into the vacancy so produced.
5«, If the IDR of the association being examined is not NN, a report 
from a valid target has associated with a noise track. It is perfectly 
possible for a sequence of reports from such a valid target to capture a 
track which was initiated (and perhaps propagated for a while) by a noise 
report and which hence bears IDT = NN. A permanent capture of this nature 
removes the track from the class of noise tracks and places it in the class 
of valid target tracks in spite of the fact that it bears the immutable 
IDT of NN. For considerations of the Noise Track Data Processer, the 
criterion has been adopted that if reports from a valid target associate
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twice in  succession with a noise track then that noise track shall be regarded 
as hawing been captured by the target and shall be removed from the class of 
noise tracks»
Therefore, if the association being processed has IDR^ NN the noise 
track in question is this drum address1 s group of h locations is not only 
brought up to date but is characteristically marked» If on the next asso­
ciation of this track with some report, the IDE of the association is NN, 
the previous association with a valid target report is regarded as being 
a chance occurrence which aided the propagation of the noise track, and 
the mark is erased, so that this track remains a member of the class of 
noise tracks» If, however, on the next association of this track with some 
report, the IDR of the association is not NN, the track is immediately 
printed out with its characteristic mark to inform the experimenter that 
a capture has occurred, and this location in the memory is erased so that 
this track no longer appears as a member of the class of noise tracks.
After all of the data tapes of a given experiment have been read 
into Illiac and processed in accord with the above rules, the accumulated 
information about the noise tracks that have appeared in each of the 200 
possible drum addresses sometime during the experiment is printed out in 
the sexadecimal number system in the following format:
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■which has the significances
(1) . The drum address under consideration (the even numbers from 62U 
(270 sexadecimal) to 1022 (3LF sexadecimal))® The noise tracks occurring 
in this drum address each represent one line in the following,
(2) o The Master Clock reading at the initiation of the noise track«
(3) * The Master Clock reading at the last association appearing on 
the experimental data tape for this noise track«
(1*), A marking digitj if 0, the last association this noise track 
experienced was with a noise report! if I»* the last association this track 
e^qperienced was with a valid target report«
(£)• The firmness of this track at the time of its last association.
(6), The number of associations that this track has experienced during 
the experiment.
The results presented by this data processing routine enable the 
experimenter to easily and quickly obtain statistical information with 
respect to the very important question of how the simulated system 
generates and propagates spurious noise tracks.
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VII. CONCLUSION
The writing of this report was undertaken solely for the purpose of 
familiarizing the reader with the points of view taken with respect to the 
simulation program and the general methods used in carrying out the program. 
The investigation of the properties of an as yet non-existant complex 
automaton (the Drum Sorting and Tracking Computer) obeying one set of rules 
of behavior by means of a completely different automaton (the general 
purpose Illiac Digital Computer) obeying another set of rules of behavior 
is a problem of great intrinsic interest and fascination. Such a simulation 
is perhaps unique.
The simulated system described in this report has been in use on the 
Illiac for about 1 year so far (September 1953-September 19$k) at a rate 
of approximately 10 hours per week.
A description of the various types of parameters and hypotheses inves­
tigated and the experiments performed by means of this program will be found 
in report number R-3>9, Experiments with the Programs for the Simulation of 
Large Scale Automata on a Digital Computer, of the Control Systems Laboratory.
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